Lovejoy winner sp eaks Monday

. . ,a threat to streams , lakes
."• ' ../' <:.

Roger Tatarian will receive the 1980 Elijah Parish
Lovejoy Award Monday; November 10 at 8 p.m. in
Strider Theater.
Tatarian, now Professor of Journalism at California
State University at Fresno, is studying the problems of
the international flow of news in conjunction with the
Edward K. Murrow Center of Public Diplomacy at Tuft
University's Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.Prior to his professorship, Tatarian served as VicePresident and Editor in Chief of United UPI; as UPI's
General News Manager for Europe Middle East and
Africa; bureau chief in London and Rome; and
correspondent and news editor with the Washington D.C.
Bureau. He directed coverage of the Berlin Blockade, the 1956
winter Olympics, the national elections in Italy, Britain,
and France, the "Hungarian Revolt, the Suez Crisis and
the landing of U.S. Marines in Lebanon.
The Lovejoy Award annually recognizes a member of
the newspaper profession for integrity, craftsmanship,
character, intelligence and courage in honor of Elijah
Parish Lovejoy, America's first martyr for the freedom
of the press and a 1826 Colby gradutes.

by Steven' Nicholas

. '
With prices for crude oil skyrocketing and the
uneasiness toward nuclear energy in the aftermath of
the Three Mile Island accident increasing, the country, is
turning .'to coal, one of its most abundant resources to
meet its swelling energy demands. Consequently acid
rain, caused primarily by sulfur iand nitrogen oxides
emitted into the atmosphere via the burning of coal and
other fossil fuels, has emerged as an important environmental concern, particularly in Maine, where it
threatens lakes, streams, and ponds.
The various dimensions of the complex,
multidisciplinary acid rain problem were addressed at
the first joint meeting of the state's ' biologists and
chemists, held ^before a sizable crowd in Keyes
Auditorium at Colby'College last Saturday afternoon .
The symposium, which was cosponsored by the Maine
State Biologists' Association and the Maine chapter of
the American Chemical Society, emphasized the interdisciplinary nature of the problem in an attempt to
educate students and the general public. Dr. Ronald Davis, former biology professor at Colby
College now with the University of Maine-Orono, began
the discussion with a brief overview of the current
situation. Davis defined acid rain and its major causes,
and pointed out that Maine is particularly susceptible to
acid rain, since air mass patterns which determine
fallout of the pollutant oxides sweep over the country 's
heaviest industrial regions and into New England. As a
result, most rain in New England and Maine has a pH of
about 4.3, as compared to the normal value of 5.65 found
in other parts of the country. Frequently the pH of
Maine rainfall . has fallen below four, and there have
even been reports of rain with a pH of less than three.
The most widely known and heavily publicized effect
of this acid rain is the acidification of surface waters
and the subsequent effect on the biota in those waters,
particularly fish populations. Other well-documented
effects, according to Davis, are acidification of soils and
deterioration of man-made materials.
In addition there are potential effects which are hot so
strong
are
w.ell-documented but
"certainly
possibilities,'! such, as reduction in forest productivity,
damage to agricultural crops, and contamination of
drinking water.
Continued on Page 5
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by Nancy Finigan
In the "new" new dormitory, a variety of living
arrangements will be
available.'
There will be three basic
room types consisting of
fourman suites-four single
rooms off of a common
living room with a. single
entrance to the corridor,
typical doubles and adjoining singles . having
separate corridor entrances
and an option of having the
adjoining door open to
create a two-room double or
closed for private singles.
As suggested by the
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students, Dean Seitzinger
said that flexibility was the
key in choosing the new
dorm furniture ,
facilities provided in each
room will be solid wooden
bunks with the. option of
moveable
detachment,
wooden desks containing
three
large
drawers,
available in either standard
form or a style designed
for
¦ students,
handicapped
portable
closets
with
pegboard backing so that
shelves or various items
maybe hung on the closet
and spacious four-drawer
bureaus which fit in the
closet if more room space is
desired.Bookshelves may

¦
¦ ' ' "" . ; V_m/ ¦ '¦ •¦ ' >i

also be provided, but at this
point, that has not been
decided yet.
The rooms will not be
carpeted. Telephones will
be provided and students
may contract with the
telephone company to have
long-distance service.
In the suite living rooms,
a sofa , coffee table and a
few chairs will be provided.
Final bidding has not yet
taken place for the furniture, but these are the
items that Colby intends to
purchase.
In the new dormitory,
there will be one large
furnished community room
with a seating capacity of

all the students in the dorm.
There will be a small
kitchen off of this room, so
that students will be able to
have quiche parties, cookie
baking contests, etc. The
community room may be
used for dances, meetings
or other large functions.
Study lounges similar to
those in the "old" new
dorms will be provided and
there will also be a small
lounge on each floor.
A laundry room, bicycle
room and additional storage
space are all in the plansthere will , be no parking
space in the close vicinity
of the dormitory area.
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In a move designed to
facilitate a smooth transition dur ing unsure times,
Dan Sheehy of Zeta Psi
recently
resigned
as
Interfraternity
Council
(IFC)
President three
months before his term
expired, and on , Sunday,
Nov. 2 a new IFC executive
committee was elected from
among t he numerous names
submitted for the post.
The new president of
the IFC is Brian McPherson
of Tau Delta Phi. His vicepresident will be Marc
Jetton of Delta . Kappa

Epsilon. Paul Maier , also a a liason between the IFC,
Deke, was chosen as IFC administration, faculty and
treasurer, and Pi Lambda alumni. Said Sheehy, "The
Phi's Don Gallo will be the president has a responnew secretary. McPherson sibility to all members, and*
held the committee's first he is open to input from
anyone."
meeting .on Wednesday,
¦
The vice-president ' is
Nov. 5.
•" , '
According to Sheehy, the responsible for whatever
presidency of the ' IFC en- duties the president gives
and, in addition, heads
tails a lot of responsibility him
t
h
e
soc
ial committee ; th e
that goes with the day-to- social serv
ice committee,
day, operation of the which sponsors
events for
fraternities such as inter- charity; and the
cultural
house coordination' and committee,
which
sponsors
special problems. He also residential
forums and
oversees the IFC council
meetings, the social club, is
chief justice of the IFC
Judiciary Board and acts as Continued on Page 3

Helpful hints for career opportunities " News Briefs
by Greg Leeds
"With a Colby background, you probably have more
opportunities than you really realize, but you may not
realize how hard you're going to have to work to make"
these opportunities come true," said Wayne Clemens,
Vice President of Marketing for Wright Line Co., at a
discussion on career approaches, marketing and
systems analysis.
Clemens cited several advantages that Colby
graduates have, among them, "knowing how to get
along and deal effectively with people" and having the
value of breadth, including good English skills.
He stated that classified ads are not reliable sources
of job information , representing only five percent of the
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job possibilities.He noted¦ that the Boston Sunday Globe
, is "very thick," however. ' .
When Clemens, took a poll of students at the meeting,
he found that most people thought their starting wage
would be about $14,000. Again he said the opportunities
were greater and that about $20,000 was not unlikely.
"There's a great big world of thingsto do, but you're
going to have to find them," he said.
After using personal contacts, according to Clemens,
the best approach to finding a job in any field is to call a
company and find out the name of the head of the
department you're interested in. Next, call the person
and ask him for a 15 minute chat for advice - not a job.
Clemens suggested that one be honest, noting that the
executive would be flattered to be asked. If he has a job
opening, Clemens said, one thing will lead to another,
and if he doesn't, at least the caller will get some good
advice.
Although Clemens said "a meaningful interview" was
the objective, Steve Batcheller, a-systems analyst from
W.R. Grace and Co., said an outstanding resume is what
"could get your foot in the door." Batcheller said "you
should exaggerate, but don't lie." Although Batcheller
got his job through a personnel agency, he is skeptical
of them, especially the ones asking for money.
Batcheller and Clemens both suggested several other
techniques, such as scheduling interviews first with
companies you don't care about, in order, to develop
interviewing skills and to prepare for common
questions. They also recommended visualizing the job
desired, then going after it, rather than taking the first
job offered. Also, reading What Color Is My Parachute?
by Bolles, a novel on career planning, and considering
an MBA program, which usually increases starting
salaries at least $5,000 a year, were recommended.
Another suggestion -was to work for a growing company, and the field with most of these is the computer
industry. These companies need people to bridge the
gap between management and programs. Batcheller's
duty as a systems analyst is to find new uses for the
company computer. Clemens pointed out that only 20
percent of the information in this country is now in
computers, leaving 80 percent for the next years." He
described the industry as "growing so darn fasti" He
also noted that there are plenty of opportunities in
education - educating management and increasing
productivity.
A new field , with opportunities is human resources,
replacing the old "personnel department" with innovative methods of testing, recruiting, evaluating and
appraising.
Clemens also believes there are a lot of opportunities
in his own field , sales and marketing. His job is to
determine what his customers "all really need and what
kind of products they're going to have to have in order
to satisfy those needs over the next five to ten years,
and how we can go about effectively getting these
products to the customers at lower , costs." In
marketing, he said, "You're on the leading edge of the
company." He also said one-third of the sales force in
his company is female and the average age is 28. Sales,
he said, "is where the business is," and although advertising is glamorous, there are very few jobs.
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Harassment discussion

"Walking down frat row Wednesday, something hit me
hi the face," said Junior 'Philippa I_irby^ 7
looked around, and I noticed that there were five or six
men on the fife escape, so I kept walking not wanting to
give them the satisfaction of Laughing;."
Small incidents of physical harassment, like the one
described by Kirpy, verbal harassment and sexual
harassment of women will be the subject of an informal
discussion, Thursday, Nov. 13 in Mary . Low Lounge
at
¦
7: 7.'V' V

7:30 p.m.

y ~ 7 7 - :. ., ' , : . '

•

According to junior Sharon LeClair,: "Harassment:
what it is and how it applies to you," is sponsored by an
independent group of students and is open to all Colby
' ,:' 7'- ¦ . ..
women. . ¦
..7 ._ . :
experiences
want
people
to
talk
about
their
own
"We
and we feel it will be uncomfortable f or some women if
"
men are present " said LeClair./
The discussion seeks to pinpoint who to go to and what
to do if harassment occurs and to make peoplerawareof
,
how widespread'the problem is, said LeClair.'-

The GLA __K)iirns U.S.Ai

The American flag in front of Miller library 'was
lowered to half-inast at 12:45 Wednesday by a group of
students calling themselves the Colby Liberation Army.
The gesture was intended to demonstrate a state
mourning because of the choice of president for the next
four years. "Some people think the country died last
'
rdght," said an anonymous informant.

Natural L__ghting
sponsored
by Ruth Phelps
On Wednesday, Nov. 12,
the Energy Action .Group
will be sponsoring a Natural
Lighting Day, when the
entire campus will:be encouraged
to conserve
6_G--i*icitv
According to Jon Linn, the
group's advisor, "It'll involve doing everything
possible by window lifint
rather than electric light.
Also, making an effort not to
use frivolous electrical
devices such as blow
dryers...The purpose is to
demonstrate that an effort
can be made by everyone to
get together on an energy
saving program."
Members of the EAG
have been noting the

amount of electricity used
daily at Colby by reading a
power meter located in a
nearby cornfield. The plan
to continue reading the
meter on Natural; Lighting
Day, and for one week
afterwards to calculate how
much energy is conserved
and whether or not the
amount used remains low
after tl_it d>y/j . Last year^: the EAG held
their first Natural Lighting
Day; .which "was declared,
"very successful "by Linn.
According to members of
the EAG, the amount of
electricity used v on campus
remained significantly low
after the event, and faculty
and students alike gained a
greater awareness of the
need'to concerve energy. '
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waterville
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mora lity

(_h^c_isforiim
by John Cambell
"What surprised me particularly;v,is. ' the ; hostility
towards women ¦/ in ^ the
Roman :¦_ Catholicr ChurchV
said 7; Prof essor .,... Marion
Mavrinac at -a faculty
;: Wedhesday-night
forum lasti
_hat7.w^ ''Spj i)^6red.,by-lhe.
West (men 's) (Ju aU.J
¦ The forum was entitled
"Women in the Church''
and "it - focused on two
pri_naryr issues / affecting
women in ; the ^ Catholic
church: women in the
ministry and the position of
the Church in regards to
sexual morality and women.
Participating in the forum
were , Father . Paul .Cote,
Catholic chaplin of Colby,
Professor Marion Mavrinac,
professor of history and
edkation, and Sister Ruth
Ann Jolicoeur, from - the
rehabilitation
alcohol;
section ' of trie Seton unit of
Thayer Hospital!
Father Cote started the
forum with some historical
perspectives. He said that
"historically, , women have
played a role in the churchthere is some^ su bstantial
evidence
:: of 7 women
Deaconesses, arid Abbots
Nurias-whch even
had
positions of peace over male
priests."
Father Cote also stated
that although Jesus .Christ
did -riot - assign s women
ministerial roles, he did not
assign mien
such roles
either , ywhich
would
presumably ; not . exclude
w6nien.' 0:'' :;,;- ' ;'f .. ; ' 7 '' :; r' " iji addition, he al>
so state d
that with ;-the traditionally

"It seemed to me that there
was : no ., question,/ about
helpirig-abpUf being a nonpriest in a service role."
She also said; that the "role
of . i women has mostly been
service, .which is not power,
even though if it were withdrawn the Church would be
in trouble."
She then
directed her -• attention to,
women and .sexual morality,
and said that f 'only recently
has the ^ Church said that
love,, net ^children , is
primary in. marriage, so
that contraception and
abortion
have
become
issues."
Sister Ruth spoke about
her .experiences . in the

held view , of sexual intercourse only as M nieans*
0having children, women
have had to choose between
haviiig.children^and serving
the;: Church,: , According to
Cote, tliey have- apways
bgen inclined to have
¦¦
,' -."c-' '-*"* .' " " ' • ''

• . .. ¦ '

•; ' ¦ •'

.'

¦

'. '." ' ,• .'

children. However^ with .the
emergence¦ of birth control
devices ¦'¦-:and; - abortion,
Women now have . a more
viable option; so that the
question of whetherisor not
to^serve the Church more
¦
¦
:
opeti;
.¦;' ¦ . ;¦ . ... :p -' •
At this point Mavrinac
addressed the question of
women in ministerial roles:

Continued fr om Page 1

organization

symposiums and hosts
lecturers.
The
treasurer
is
responsible for all the IFC
and social club funds as
well as alumni contributions
to the IFC. The secretary 's
job is to keep the minutes at
each ., meeting and to
facilitate
ihter-fraternity
communication. All the
officers also do work as an
executive committee and at
the council meetings with
all the fraternity -„ and
sorority presidents and an
elected sophomore.
7 When- asked about his
choices, who will all serve
• for one year, Sheehy
replied, "I think they're an
outstanding group of people
who are .thorough and effective. I hope they'll
continue to strengthen the
IFC to allow it to reach its
potential as a student

representing

400. people, 700 with the

social clUb. I wish them the
best." ,' • ¦' .

Sheehy, who had been
involved with the IFC for
31/. years, commented on
his own tenure, "it's been a
rewarding experience. It's a
time consuming j ob, but
given the chance I'd do it
again. I've enjoyed the
people I worked with." He
added that he left the off ice
with a warmer feeling
toward
the
system,
believing it had grown in .a
positive way.
He also attributed his
successes at the IFC to his
predecessors Dick Sinapi
and Geoff Manuel. "It was
their organizational abilities
personalities that
and
enabled me to step in and
work with the system," he
said. He also thanked all the
people who made his j ob as
¦" •
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oil. (a dab)
diced onion
celery, garlic and green pepper
Tofu, one block cubed
A selection of cubed veggies such as : potatoes, carrots,
cabbage,, broccoli, mushrooms, zuccini , peas, greenbeans, spinach,
water or vegetable broth.
Saute onion in oil along with celery, garlic, and-or
greenpepper. Add cubed Tofu and longer cooking
vegetables. Cook five to ten minutes before adding next
batch of veggies and water. Cook until all veggies are
nearly done before adding delicate vegetables tike
spinach. Serve plain or with rice or noodles. Add
seasonings like soy sauce or herbs to taste.
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A "vegy" recipe will be offered by S.A.V.E. (the
Society for the Advancement of Vegetarian Ethics) bimonthly in the Echo's Kitchen corner column. New
foods and topics in nutrition will be included along with
a recipe-incorporating the new item.
Tofu or soybean curd is a nutritionist' s delight as well
as the centerpiece for a workshop lead by Pamel
Sherbody last week..
Soy milk, from ground-up soybeans cooked with water
is mixed with either Nigari or lemon juice. The
congealed concotion is then pressed into firm white
blocks of Tofu containing 9.4 grams of protein and 80
calories per block (more protein per calorie than a pork
,
' .
chop) .
. ,'
„ iU
Relatively tastelass, tofu absorbs the flavor of other
ingredients and may be used in Tofuburgers, Tofu
cheesecake, Tofu egg-less salad, Miso and Tofu soup
and sauteed Tofu and veggies.

president ,, "much easier"
and stated he will continue
to work with the IFC until
his graduation in February..
After that he looks forward
to "helping them as an
• ,
alumnus,
Incoming, president
McPherson had nothing to
elaborate on yet, but he said
he will pursue the same
groundwork as Sheehy: to
promote the fraternities
without forcing them on
anyone. He also expects the
IFC to govern more as a
group and to increase its
interraction
with , the
campus.
New vice-president Jetton
worked under both Sheehy
and McPherson and he
noted that though, "tough
times are ahead. I think we
can resolve things...expecially with Brian in
charge. He's a hard
worker."
\
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Kitchen
Korner

For a free booklet with more easy tips on saving energy
and money, writ e "Energy, *' Box 62, Oak Rid ge, TN 37830.
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co-equal in the Church-1
b;"ave in my ability to
becoiu. powerful in the
Church."
However, she
concluded, "I'm still not
satisfied."

•IFC elections

ENERGY.
We can't
affo rd to
waste it.
?: '

Church: "When I first
recognized the problem (of
women being excluded from
ministerial positions), I
wanted to leave...but then
another sister told me 'you
are the Church' and I
became enlightened to the
potential power that women
have and to their importance in the Church."
She said that , as a result,
she has worked up to being

.
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' °ne flolrton mouthful of our new hoi Praline
Car'artiel Sundae and watch out! We've made it
¦ so irresistibly
delicious you may never slop, •
¦fuscious
A
hot
praline caramel sauce over
'
. creamy, vanilla ice cream, topped y/ilh cr'unchy
0-- 8'- of praline coaled pecan preces.
'• I
Try if, And ho very careful! .•

Ice Cream Cakes also available at
Bangor Mall and Elm Street Plaza , Waterville

with Coupon
EXPIRATION; DATE : : NO\A 30
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26 shot and killed

Twenty-six Colby students
were shot and killed last
Thursday and Friday.
- No, the fraternity issue
did not erupt into evil war.
The killings were all part of
a new game appropriately
called KAOS. (Killing As an
Organized Sport ) in which
the victims are hit with
rubber darts instead of lead
bullets.
The object of the game is
to "kill " your assigned
victim with a dart gun while
not getting killed by your
assassin. The game is
governed by some basic
rules, including the forbiding of shooting the
victim in the back and the
requirement of two reports
of a "kill"- -one by the
killer and one by the killee being given to the director
of the game. But according
to Dan Davis, founder of the
game at Colby, the two
most important rules are:
be nice and be honest. A
person also must be a.good
shot because he has to hit
the chest or head of his

victim for _r kill. Ashot to an
arm
or leg merely
"wounds" the limb, rendering it unusable for the
remainder of the fight.
Davis, a Pomona exchange student first tried to
organize a game among his
friends at Pomona but the
attempt failed. When tried
again here at .Colby, he was
amazed at the interest
shown. Thirty people were
involved in the first game.
A number suitable for a
first time test run, said
Davis.
In this game twenty-five
percent of the participants
were ."killed" within the
first hour. After a kill, the
assassin must kill his
victim's victim until one
person remains or a time
limit runs out. At the end of
this game only four of thirty
participants survived.
The strategy of the game
was quite varied. According
to Davis, the most popular
stratgy appeared to be the
"classic telephone trick"

during which a conspirator
of the assassin lures the
victim to the hall phone
where the assassin shoots
him.
The better players didn't
fall for this trick, he said.
They used extra scouting in
sending roommates to
check the halls and varying
routes between classes and
entrances to the dorm.
Perhaps the most interesting strategy Davis
heard of was the student ,
who was going to shoot his
victim, (his girlfriend)
when making love to her.
Davis, however does not
believe the student carried
out his plans.
Now that he has a better
understanding of how to run
it, Davis would like to hold
more complicated games,
He is considering a version
in which each player has
three victims and three
chances to be killed. He
would like to have an all out
war in • which the participants are divided into
two teams and just shoot it

Al Jones creeps up behind Mike Gignac, hoping to score a hit while playing the
game 'Kaos.' (Ph oto by Jason Pelletier)
out at a specific place.
Davis is going to make
three awards each week.
These are the Most Creative
Kill, Most Number of Kills
and Last Person Alive. He
would also like to see KAOS

get a Stu-A charter so there
will always someone to run
it. " .
Although Davis fells the
game is "a good way to, get
out your aggression" he
hoped people wouldn't "take

it too seriously." One put at
in good perspective when
she described the garne as
fun, but noted she was glad
it was over so she wouldn't
have "to take my gun .to t_e
bathroom every morning".

Shogun distor ts J apanese histor y, Indiana pr oiessor says
by Greg -Nemrow
"It totally lacks the
authenticity," was how
former Colby professor
George Ellison described
James Clavell's best-selling
novel, Shogun, in his lecture
"Toronaga the Terrible"
last Thursday night .
Ellison, who now teaches
at Indiana University, told, a

group comprised mostly ot immediately following the
Ellison first pointed out
professors and their wives "Sengoku " or 100 years of flaws in the various
that the book was based on strife, and it was the first characters, all of whom
actual
16th . century
actual
people.
were in- were
Japanese history, known as time there elements
Toronaga, the intended
in
ternational
of the lecture, was
Unfortunately, subject
the Kabuki period - one Japan.
really
Ieyasu, the third
people
"en- according to Ellison, as far
where
Uniter
of
Japan
the
enjoyed as Shogun goes:"This, is not ,fSengoku" and after
thusiastically"
the
first
is
themselves.
16th century Japan which
Tokugawa
shogun.
years
described
were
described in the book.
The
Described by ClavelT as
never having lost a battle,
Ellison showed a slide of a
print depicting him after a
rare, 1573 defeat . Toronaga
looked very meek and
{a iSp w_wt_WS^r m__B___B
supposedly
embarrased,
' "* '- _________________________¦
because his servants were
laughing at him for soiling
j v * &? ^^ _________ b_k _^33*m__hk
^dfliiiH9i»iHiiDmmmmmiR
:
»__ Haa________T~~i HllfflHf
aaaaaaaaaaaH_H£HB__B_________________
i
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>
his saddle in fright upon his
! xf i ?^_^_^_^_^_^_^_W_Jj l *WmM
_*^____HI^__K1___HI_______________ B;
retreat.
Similarly, Manko, who
was
modeled after Gratia
_____________________iiii
^J^B^_________________HRPnH______l
i_ii_& J^
^*
Japan 's most
Hosokawa,
' *|^ n^S3^_______ B__^__ K__. ._<_ _____________HBf
cp7:
i ^m_____B
*_____^^*^*^ > /^s^^ ___m__8HS___R'wlit ^_ ' ______________KVw
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famous female Christian,
was portrayed in the book
most
being
as
Ellison
unChristianlike.
'
• ' ',
•> « '?nri *ny& k^^{A:^x b < - ***
a ,
\ ,
wondered .how she could
still hold her Japanese
notions about free love and
fall in love with an Englishman after her rigorous
Jesuit training; and in view
of the fact that her name
put her , in the highest
echelon of Japanesesociety,
where women of her stature
talked to strangers from
behind a screen.
Other characters of the
1 .
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turmoil and overhaul of
society. . '. perhaps the most
violent era of Japanese
history," which begat the
violence of the novel. He
and other members of the
history profession were
worried though, that people
might hold the opinion that
present-day Japan; might
still bear some resemblance
to the customs described,
The funniest part of ^ the
mostly humorous lecture
was
Ellison's
though,
description of Clavell's
Japanese language. He
gave many translations of
how the Japanese were
actually speaking "pidgin
English" in their own

*
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book historically revealed
were: Blackthorhe, who in
reality was William Adams,
an English pilot on a Dutch
boat ; Father Alvito, actually
the . Portuguese
missionary Joao Rodrigues
Tcuzzu;
Goroda-Oda
Nogunaga and Nakawara —
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. All
were real 16-_7th century
figures.
-- u
What Ellison resented
most about Shogun were the
customs portrayed and the
Japanese language used.
represented
a
Shogun
period in Japanese history
that followed an "immense
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tongue and how ; the
language was made to
appear very simple, when
in fact it is very difficult to
learn.
Similarly, the vocabulary
was poor. In one instance, a
man's name included the
word "porter" in it, and the
Japanese word "akabo"
was used: "Akabb" though,
is the Japanese equivalent
of "redcap," a term tliat
evolved from U.S. railway
porters around the turtu of
this century.
Despite all ; its inaccuracies, Ellison is grateful
for the interest in , Japanese
society that Shogutf created
in America , and , he noted
that in a similar lecture ih
Ann Arbor, Mich.j 75 percent of the audience was
townspeople. He also noted
that Shogun was translated
into Japanese and did well
due.' to .its entertainment
Value. He,\added that\the
television special, if it were
shown in Japan,¦¦¦¦would
¦ also
do well. 7 \ :\- ' ¦ ¦¦' : ' 'V ¦
His:lecture was part of a
special visit ^ back .to Colby,
and he was delighted that
the language department ,
with help from the history
and East Asian departments, invited him here
to
speak. • s -\;: .-^iv.v*^ r ,; • , . Finally, ¦ at? a4 reception
featuring Japanese refreshments that followed the
lecture , Ellison twa's asked
whether Clavell's sccomd
Oriental hovel, Tai-Pan ,
m isrepresented southern
Chinese society as much as
Shogun
misrepresented
Japan, -: . 7'. ' .;' , , ¦¦, [ ¦
' Ho replied , that while he
could ; offer ho firsthand
opinion, people had told lilm
that! Tai-Pari, -^' wasn't „• '.too
' . . " '¦: v
accurate."

Acidfromrain
•
rage d
L-ontinued

Samuel Butcher of Bowdoin College addressed the
specific issue of air quality, yvith detailed explanations
of how the acid rain is fonned arid how it can be controlled through techniques ranging from simple
scavenging to "wet" and "dry " processes.
Dr. Steven Norton, also of UMO, dealt ;with the aspect
of water quality, and provided evidence "to wove
beyond a reasonable doubt that acidic precipitation is
here;..and the acidity of the precipitation is increasing
in America and^Ityrthwesterh Europe."
In addition to the acid in the rain, Norton cited the
potentially detrimental effects ofc the "freebies" that
often accompany that acid; the/ emissions of loading
metals such as zinc and; lead: The associated chemical
reactions betweeh i the two inputs could have additional
effects on terrestiaiand aquatic ecosystems.
Dr. Davis added that, although much of the data that
was presented, is primary, "I think it's safe to say that
aquatic eco-systenns are bemg alteredy in a very
. . ¦77/-,}',;- . ; . : y ': profound way."
Dr. Thomas Tietenberg of Colby College explored the
many economic iiriplications of the acid rain problem,
and described past and present legislative, solutions and
their ramifications:
In addressing the question of why more action has not
been taken to reduce pollutant'emissions of sulfur, and
nitrogen oxides into the' atmosphere, Tietenberg
reminded thatj "pollution sources-are very much like
biological organisms' in that they; are out to try and
survive in a-competitive world.'' Our energy conversion
from 7 imported oil, to domestic coal'is creating a survival:of-t_£fiftest atmosphere in which energy sources
must produce at competitively:low price's.to survive. It
is here, according to Tietenberg, that the tension from
expensive emission control standards, initiates.
The; competitive atmospherei necessiteites ; some external controlling force, and this is where the government steps in. The problem, Tietenberg says, is that the
government intervention often conditions the response.
of pollution
The Glean Air Act, the primary ispiece
an example.
It
control legislation in the country^

called for the control of "local" pollution problems and
established legally acceptable concentration levels in
tine environment for seven basic pollutants. The
responsibility of enforcing the standards was delegated
to the state governments. The states, however, are
primarily concerned with meeting the ground level
concentration standards in their own areas without
disturbing their employment and tax bases.

cost without a benefit."
"The result is that we have local control in pollution
which is trying to solve ah interstate problem."
Tietenberg expressed what he admitted was "biased
optimism " for a recent program which he has helped
develop, which addresses the interstate problem
specifically. Basically the program calls for a trade-off
between those sources Which can cheaply control
emissions and those which cannot. Those sources which
can control emiss • is cheaply will shoulder the bulk of
that responsibility, and receive financial help from the
other sources. In this way the burden of the law will be
distributed more evenly. .
Mr. Orlando Delogu, the final speaker from the
University of Southern Maine Law School, questioned
Teitenberg 's optimism, pointing out that the trade-off
program presupposes something that is unclear to the
EPA and the general public, that the costs of emission
controls exceed the benefits.

Consequently the easy "solution,' they came up. with,
the use of tall emission stacks, is no solution at all. In
fact, it only worsens the acid rain problem. When inje cted higher into the atmosphere, the sulfur and
nitrogen oxides travel further, and by dispersing those
emissions before they hit the.ground,. the sources can
emit more and still meet legal standards. .
Since 1970, over 150 stacks towering above 500 feet
have been erected in Maine,
including
several over 800
¦
¦
feet. - . ,• ¦ '"

• -y : - '

An additional problem is 'the weakness of government
enforcement,v which 7 Tietenberg characterized as
"tremendously sluggish." He cited Ohio, which reportedly produces twice as much sulfur dioxide pollutant as
New York, New Jersey, and New England combined; as
an example. For a number of years the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has fought with Ohio for increased emission control, but has been unable to force a
change. '

"Acid rain is not yet perceived as a significant
national problem We are just beginning to define the
phenomenon, are uncertain as to its effects. We'fiave no
dollars and cents measurements in terms of fish loss,
and diminished productivity of forests and agricultural
regions."
This lack of definitive evidence, according to Delogu,
hinders the power of the law and breeds resistance in
the ma jor pollution sources.
Delogu reiterated TietenbergV criticism of "not
focusing on existing^and expanding sources as opposed
to new ones."
r
"To say that there's been no improvement in the air
quality conditions in some of these jurisdictions is
simply not correct, but to say that the time frames that
we've worked with thus far have simply not been extensive enough to allow for significant improvement in
; simply
the air quality is .'simply the reality. We've
and our enforcement eggs in different baskets."
put our regulatory eggs ana our enforcement eggs
in different baskets.

Perhaps the biggest problem with existing legislature,
according to Tietenberg, is that, while it heavily controls emissions of new plants, it totally ignores the
existing and expanding plants, which emit as much as
seven times as much sulfur oxides. The way the
government¦ has approached the problem is unnecessarily , expensive, and has met t considerable
resistance from the major sources. By distributing the
responsibility of emission control evenly among sources,
the law ignores the fact that some of those sources can
control their emissions up to ten times cheaper and with
the same efficiency. According to Tietenberg, this is an
unnecessary added pressure to the system, "an extra
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Frida y, Nov 7, infor mation booth in
Boberts Union 9 AM to 5 PM. For interviews, sign up in advance at Career
Planning Office .
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Announcements——
There will be an autographing Party at the Bookstore
on Tuesday, Nov. 11, from 1:30 to 3:30 for Steven Bauer
(English Dept.) for his newly published novel, Satyrday.

An anonymous Spanish donor has given a number of
grants for American and Canadian students to study at
the Facultad de Filosofia y Letras of the University of
Madrid under the auspices of Academic Year Abr oad,
Inc. Applicants must be currently enrolled in a college
or universit y and must be prepared to follow courses in
Spanish. The grants will be paid in Spanish curr ency
and will amount to 15,000 Pesetas.
For further information and an application , send a
self-addressed envelope with 20 cents postage on it to :
SPANISH SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE , P.O. BOX 9,
NEW PALTZ , NY 12561

Anyone making a trip to Boston soon , how would you
like to make a $100.00, Al you have to do is take down 3
pieces of furniture from Fairfield to Boston, F or mor e
details , please call coll ect ,
\_Judy Campbell; day
number : 617-864-5770,
ext.
3162,
night
number : 617-547" '¦
¦

. . :

8143.

/;. - - .;, 7' V" ' . - ,; ,. :

There will be a slide show on "Colby 's New Library "
presented by the Library Committee and the architects
on Friday, Nov. 7 from 1:30-2:45 in Given Auditorium. .-

Students intereste d in a Task Force on Student
Advising should see Dean Smith right away.

Career Watch
SENIORS
INTERESTED
IN AN MBA - Qualified
Seniors ,
in
any
undergraduate major , seeking
leadership roles in business
management ,
are
encouraged to investigate the
opportunities - available to
them
at
Vanderbilt
University. Write : Office of
Admission, Room 601, Owen
Graduate
School
of
Management ,
Vanderbilt
University, Nashville , TN
37203.

INTERNSHIP
IN
FOREIGN POLICY AND
INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIR S - with the Carnegie
Endowment
for
International Peace.
An excellent internshi p for six
months , beginning in July.
Interns are placed in New
York Cit y or Washington ,
D.C. If you are interested ,

contact Pat Hickson in the
Career Planning Office.

RETAIL MANAGEMENT Hannaford Brothers offer s
mana gement
excellent
reta il
opportunities
in
New
distributions
in
En gland , Bill McKechnie
and Steve Celata are
currently .
in
their

PUBLIC
SCHOOL
BANKING - opportunities
TEACHING , N.J. - the for students who have had
Public Schools in Nutley, accounting,
with
State
NJ will be intervi ewing for Street Bank. They will not
positions during, Christmas be interviewing on campus ,
recess and other vacations.
but we have a contact there .
If you are interested , the Find out Who to write to in
Career Planning Office has Roberts 251.
the name of the contact
there.

Classifieds

trainin g

For Sale

relationship of non-fiction to
.the'Vietham War. \
Bain,
a . Rhinehart
Foundation grant recipient ,
was
rai sed : " in ; Port
Washington ^ ' NY, .: and
studied / journal ism and
polit ical sc ience at Boston
University, : where he was
active in the antiwar and
ahtidraft movements.

_

For
Sale. Discwasher
New
Improved D< systems • $13.95 ¦
immediate delivery • address
checks to Rich Secor • send
through campus mall to Box
1374
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Security
The
National
Agency needs you! They
hire about 600 BA people
ever y year . You can sta rt
whenever you want - travel
all summ er and sta rt in the
f all ...! Not too late to sign
up for the ir interv iews on
Thursda y, November 6th.
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How lo use a «»np<8 muili-nonsory
lochniquo lhal helps you conconlroto,
organize and remember. Bollor Qiodes
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¦Breakfast all day !
- Steaks
- Seafood
- Roast <Jhibken

the meeting on Thursda y; a
1 KEfsiNEDY
great way to find out about d
the retail business !
-SKm-M-M*^^
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FREE-INFO NATIONWIDE
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i
TECHNICIAN. Must be
icapable of developing and
printing qualit y black and
white prints. Pa rt-time. Call
Longley Studios, 872-8585. .
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MASTERS IN TEACHING - the newest brochure on
Simmons ' MAT program
has just been received.
Take a look at the information in the Career
Plannin g Library.

-¦ - . ¦

Found
One Sports World

SCHOOL
PRIVATE
TEACHING - The Collegiate
School in New York offers a
good teacher internship
program for first year
teachers. No certificatio n
necessar y. If you are interested , find out more in
the Career Plannin g Office .

OUTWARD BOUND FOR
PROSPECTIVE
TEACHERS? - UNH has a
unique summ er progr am in
the
White
Mountains ,
through .: which you earn
gradua te credits t ow ards a
Masters in Teachin g. Learn
and discuss how learn ing
takes place throu gh your
own outdoor experiences
and challen ges . Free mov ie
on this program at 2:00 on
Wednesday, November 12th.
A great opport unity for"
someth ing dif f erent . Sign
up in the Career Planning
Office .

For Sale. Harman Kardon 330B
Receiver • 20 watts channel left channel distort ed . • with
ori ginal receipt • will go to best
offer - submit offer or request
for contact throu gh campus
mall to Rich Secor Box W4

program.
Hannaford will I
have an information session
on November 13 to talk 0
i
about their oppor tunities.
Interviews ' will be in
Febuary. Sign up now for ' 1

management

by Karen Pfeiffer
Next Thursda y, Nov. 13,
at 8 p.m., author David
Bain will speak in the
Robinson Room of Miller
Library. Bain is the author
of Aftershocks - A Tale of
Two Victims. His talk will
feature selected readings
from the work as well as his
personal
views of the
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GRADUATE PRO GRAM IN
PUBLIC
POLICY
Claremont (CA) Graduate
School offers a goo d
program in public policy.
SOCIAL
WORK
The new mater ial on their
EDUCATION - November mast ers degree has just
23rd, in New York City, arrived. Check it out in the
there w ill be a "career Career Planning Office.
fair " for sch ools and
careers in soc ial work . If
you live in the New York
area , and would like to SUMMER TEACHING - St.
(it
atten d
is during Paul' s School, Advanced
Thanksgiving vacation ) find Stud ies Pro gram is look ing
out more in t he Career for teachers for this summer.
Brochures and inPlanning Office.
format ion is available in
Roberts 251.
INTERVIEWING - The last
interviewin g worksho p for
the fall w ill be held on
Thursday, November 13th
at 2:00. Be sure to attend
so that you w il be well
prepared in your j ob
search. It 's in the Robins
R oom in Roberts.
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Mules win fifth strai ght game ,
end season with 6-5-1 record
by Steven Nicholas

,.

"...and fi at tim es
I f in d myself, f la t
. . on my f ace, I pick .
myself up and get
back in the race. ''
-F rank Sinatra

.the men?S varsity soccer
team ended a bizarre
season last Thursday with a
1-0 win over the University
of Southern Maine
¦ Loebs
¦ on
Field..

•'

¦ .'

Winger Howie Emmons
took a nifty, behind-the- oack
flick pass from"• linemate
Dan Roy well inside the
penalty area, : - and onetouched : a drive past a
frozen 'USM goalie to lift the
Mules to their sixth win in
their last seven tries..
, The win also brought the
Mules final record to 6-5-1,
for their ; third consecutive
winning season.
But it would be difficult to
draw a comparison between
the 1980 season and any
other. It was different. It
wasn't ordinary. It was a
schizoid campaign that
began with four frustrating
losses and a tantalizing tie,
and ended with a fabulous
four game winning streak
and one third of the CBB
Conference Crown.
"I was a little upset at the
beginning, but happy with
the way it ended," commented senior co-captain
Tom Betro, reflecting on his
last soccer season with
Colby. "We easily could

"I'm tremendously
Broud of the way
ic team turrted
.
things arourid...

¦
-.-Coach Marlcr ¦!

g
77t : :.7
Serdjenian
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have given up right there at
the beginning and just gone
through the motions for the
rest of the season."
But they didn't.
The New England game
near mid-season was the
turning point' . It was the"
Mules' fourth loss, and the
third one they really should
have won.
"We were crushed,"
remembers Betro.
But enter Coach ' Mark
Serdjeni an. The successful
fifth-year mentor stayed on
campus after the game,
talking with the players and
measuring morale.
The
next ^ day practice was
foregone in favor of individual
player-coach
conferences in ' which each
player pointed out what he
thought the problem might
be. . V- Human relations,
communication, teamworkcall it what you will. It
worked.
The next game against
Clark the Mules were again
fired-up and
mutually
supportive. Result: four
overtime goals- and their
first victory of the year.
They went on to win six of
their last seven games and
salvage the winning season.
It's -difficult to avoid
cliches in describing the
campaign and the campaigners. "Never said die,"
"Bounced right back,"
"Showed a lot of guts,'.'
"Refused to throw in the
towel" - they all fit the bill.
The offensive unit, which
had shown so much promise
in pre-season play, fought
back from an early season
drought filled with missed
opportunities
and .
v .
frustration.
The defensive unit was
consistently stellar,, keeping
things within reach in the
beginning and maintaining

leads in the end. Even after
two big injuries, fullback
Mike Schafer and goalie
Jamie O'Neil filled the
gaps] and the Mules never
missed a step.
Some things to ponder:
-four of their five losses
were by one-goal margins.
-the other was by a twogoal margin to the defending ECAC Division II-III
champions.
-they tied UMO in the
fourth game of the year and
beat them in the eleventh.
-they lost to Bates in the
first game of the season and
beat them in the ninth.
-many of the teams they
beat will go to the ECAC
tournament.
-they outscored
opponents 18-12.
-they surrendered exactly
one goal per game.
-four of their six wins
were shutouts.
"I'm tremendously proud
of the way the team turned
things around after .the
horrendous
start,"
remarked Serdjenian.
Ole Bhie Eyes said it best.
You pick yourself, up and
you get back in the race.
That's life. And that's the
1980 Mules.

Eying the ball

Colby's Howie Emmons (with beard) battles with a
Bates opponent in a recent game. Emmons scored the
tost goal of the season against USM . (Photo by Don

McCa rthy wins singles

Women 's tenn is wins states
y

'^Women 's Tennis *
i

_

by Wendy Wittels

all four of Colby's entries
battled their way to the
semi-finals of the tournament.
At this time, an all
Colby 's final was an exciting prospect but unfortunately , Colby didn 't
totally dominate.
In a very tough three-set
match Amy Parker and
Chris
Robinson
were
defeated by a team from
UMO in tlie semi-finals. The
Colby women fought hard to
the end and were happy
with the way they had
played.
Since it was Homecoming
Weekend it added an initial
incentive for the team to
come back with the winner 's trophy. In the single's
finals the two opponents
were both Colby 's, Maura
Shaugnessy and Bridget
McCarthy.
These
two
players had been practicing
with each other all season
and knew exactly how each
¦
other played.

No more running, long
bus rides, box lunches,
matches or practices. The
nets are down and the
players have either burned
their rackets or are taking a
much-deserved rest. The
women 's varsity tennis
season ended very successfully with a record of 82. It came to a climax
however,. at the States
which took, place at Bates
on Oct. 24-25. Two singles
players, Maura Shaugnessy
and Bridget McCarthy, and
the doubles teams of Amy
Parker-Chris Robinson and
Janie
, Reimer-Wendy .
Wittels were sent to
represent Colby in the
tournament. - ,
. Psyched to, defend their
State Championship, the
players .were awesome In the first set Bridget
when they hit the courts. was winning M and
The women breezed through Maura 's determina tion a n d
the preliminary rounds and rallying tactics brought tlio

score up to 6-6 and a ninepoint tie-breaker. But,
Bridget won the tie breaker
and the set.
Maura won the second set
6-4 but the third set went
right down to the wire. With
Bridget McCarthy came the
singles Championship in
another tie breaker. 7-6,46,7-6.
The doubles match was
not a cut and dry situation
either. Colby's team of
Janie
Reimer-Wendy
Wittels was out to defeat
team who had beaten
UMO's
their x teammates , in .the
"
,
semis).
Reimer and Wittels,
however were a determined

team. Getting off to a shaky
start they were behind 4-1,
when they switched the
tempo and took the set in
the first tie breaker of the
match 7-6.
But ,, they relaxed a little
and UMO stole the next set
6-3. The third and final set
was close .one to the end.
Reimer-Wittels felt they
could have pulled out the
victory but they dropped the
third set 7-6.
The final scores were
tallied by adding up the
points for individual victories that each member of
the team had scored for
their school. The excellent
piay contributed by each of
Colby 's six players earned
them the State Championships once again.
y
At
the
post-season
breakup
dinner,
state
singles
champ
Maura
Shaugnes_y was named the
team's
most valuable
player by successful rookie
coach Bev Nalbandian.
Sandy Winship was tho
most-improved
player,
Juniors Ellen Houbsch and
Sue Winslow will be next
year 's captains.
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On three
Freshman quart erback Tom Walsh directs the offense
against Tufts. Walsh completed 7 of 12 passes for 57
yard s after coining off the bench in the first quarter.
(Photo by Mike Swift)

Six are named to
Northeast Regional
field hockey team
m

T

• Field Hockey * ¦
i
i
by Katie Leighton
Six of this year 's field
hockey players were namea
to the North east Regional
team this weekend. These
six, seniors Sara Bunnell,
goalie , Sue Meyer and Jane
Hartzel l (attack ) , junior
Leah Mahe r (attack ), and
freshmen Kathy Nickerson
and Sheila Ryan (defense),
were chosen for their play
the
Northeast
durin g
Tournament last weekend
held at Mt. Holyoke College.
Eighteen colleges attended and these were
divided into 2 divisions, A
and B, accordin g to team
Colby was in
records.
division A, the higher one,
and played three colleges.
Skidmore, Universit y of
Brid geport , and Trinit y.
The Mules beat Skidmore
3-1, with Leah Mahe r
knocking in all three goals
for 'the Mules. They then
lost to Brid geport 2-0, and
Trinity, 1-0.
J ane Hart zell and Diane
Peterec ' were
name d
players of the games.
From , each of the two
divisions, A and B, the
selectors chose three teams
consisti ng of the best
players. The first team in
each division was considere d the ver y best an d
the second and third
following. Freshman Sheila
Ryan! was chosen to play on

the second team , while the
other five were selected for
the third team.
From here the players
will compete in another
tournament to be held at
Skidmore , and are. up for
selection for the National
team.
As for . the team as a
whole, their final record for
the season was 11-2-1. The
leading scorers were Leah
Maher , 12 goals, Katie
Leighton , 9, Sandy Lan g, 7,
and Jane Hartzell , 5, Sue
Meyer led in assists with 12,
Lang had 9 and Maher 7.
The team broke last
year 's socring record by 11
goals putting in a total of 47.
Goalie Sara Bunnell had .
71 saves and let only 9 goals
into the cage, earning a
total of 7 (shutouts .
In a recent field hockey
which ra nks
players and teams from 300
schools throu ghout the
nat ion, Colby was ranked
number 4 in team scorin g
and second in overall team
defense behind Penn , State ,
Maher was tied for 9th
place individual scoring,
and Bunnel was the number
five for percenta ge saved. .
Lang was ranked number 1
for assists, followed by
Meyer who was fourth ,
Coach Deborah Pluck felt
that last week's t ournament
was an '' excellent experience, good play and
good exposure. "
She
summed up the teams efforts this fall as "a superb
season. "

newslett er

by.Don McM illan and Arthur Jackson
Two different games were played on Seaverns Field
between Colby and Tufts durin g Saturday 's 37-3 Tufts '
romp. In the "first game " Colby outhit and outplayed
the Jumbos , but trailed 7-3 at halftime .-Th e "second
game" -saw Colby making almost , every mistake
possible and the Jumbos scoring 30 points to the Mules'
zero. ;
The key series of the game occurred early in the third
quarter when the Mules failed to capitalize on an excellent scoring .opportunity. A fired-u p Mule defense
forced a Tufts fumble at the Jumbo 12, which senior
linebacker Harry Hadiaris recovered. But the Mule
offense marched backwards and Colby had .to settle for
a field goal attem pt. Brewster Burns ' 33-yard try
bounced off the upri ght and the Mules' chances bounced
away with it. ."
The" 18 seniors playing their last home game sparked
the Mules to their strong first half performance. The
defense allowed only 96 yards rushing to the best running team in the NESCAC while the Colby offense
gained 112 yards through the air. .
"I think Colby was more ready emotionally at the
start of the game," said Tufts coach Vic Gatto , whose
club is now 6-1. "Winning this game would have really
helped their season. Colby 's defense stopped Us in the
first where we were successful last year and they hit as
hard as any team we've played. "
Although the game wasn 't a success for Freshmen
Parents ' Weekend in terms of a victory, it did provide a
lood at a possible future star for the Mules in freshman
Tom Walsh . Walsh replaced Dan Bowman at quarterback in the opening quarter and completed 7 oi 12
passes for 57 yards by halftim e while- also showing
speed when forced to scramble .
Tufts took ,a 7-0 lead late in the first quarter when
sophomore Mike Kruege r ran it .. in from the three.
During the eight-play , 68-yard drive , Kreuger , who
gained only 89 yards rushi ng compared to 326 two weeks
ago against Amherst , carried the ball five times and
caught one pass.
Jumbo coach Gatto praised Kreuger after the game
and said, "Mike played excellent football every minute
he was on the field. He's had a super year. "
Colby, got on the board midway through the second
period when Burns booted a field goal from 31 yards out.
Neither team threatened in the half after that as the
Mules played superbly against the highly touted Jumbos, consistently thwarting their ground attacks.
But the bubble burst in the second half. After missing
the key ' field goal that would have pulled the Mules to
within one, Colby never looked the same. Within a 3:20
span at the end of the third quarter and the beginning of
the fourth , Tufts scored 23 points ..
The first tally came with 10 seconds left in the third

period when Jumbo QB Scott Carpenter scored on a
rollout from me four. Colby fumbled the ensuing kickoff
and the Jum bos, as good teams do, capitalized on the
error with a touchd own three plays later on a Kreuter
half-yard plunge , Walsh threw an interception oh the
first play of the next Colby possession and Tufts scored.
This time the TD came two plays and one penalt y later:
came two plays and one penalty later.
With score now 27 -3 and the wind and tbe momentum
stron gly in their favor , Tufts kicked an oriside kick
to give themselves another chance to score quickly. The
play was a questionable call for a small college game
that seemed , to be wrapped up already. An enraged
Colby defense held Tufts this time and the Jumbos
settled for a 44-yard goal from the foot of Mark Litner.
Gatto defended his Strate gy after -the game. "I don't
believe in running up the score but I didn't feel safe
leading by 24 points with a team
that had . a Paul
¦
Belanger." .
. ' .;.
The 'final . Jumbo tally, came on a bizarre play that
topped off Colby 's frustrating second half . Belanger
started it all with a punt from near his own goal line.
The ball :sailed into the wind and fell oh the Colby 40 and
bounced backwards. A Colby player leaped upl and
swatted _ the ball live yards to seemingly down it
However , after a short pause, Tufts ' Mike TorteUa
picked up the ball and ran into the endzone past startled
and confused Mules; The-officials then held a conference
and correctly ruled that ,the ball had not¦ been downed
because it was never in Colby's control. ' .
Seniors Jay ponegan and Belanger .' had good days
receiving for the Mules, ponegan cought seven;passes
for 10 yards , including one twisting ' 25-yard ;catch.
Belanger . caught two passes for 60 yards.
On the
first Belanger demonstrated his basketb all abiKty when
he leaped over a Tufts defender to haul in a high 'pass
from Bowman for a 24-yard gain. Colby's defense shattered their season interception
record against Tufts when they picked off numbers 17
and 18, surpassing the old mark of 16 set in 1962.
Sophomore Tom McGillicuddy 's interception in the first
quarter broke the old record , and John Olsen added
another one later in the game.
A win over the Bowdoin Polar Bears in Brunswick
on Saturday would enable the players , and especially
those 18 seniors , to salvage something from their 1980
campai gn. It would push Colby into another three way
tie for the CBB title / like last year , altho ugh the Polar
Bears will be heavy favorites for the victor y, the Colby Bowdoin rivalry often prbdUcjes very unpredic table
games. If the game is at all like last year 's 21-20 cliffhan ger won by Colby : on: Seavern 's Field, it should
prove to be an emotional and well-played battle , 7
"Beatin g Bowdoin, a strong running team , would be
great, " said coach Koppi "It would be an excellent
way
to end the season for all of us/'
e i ¦.-,
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NESCAC teams: W
games with the, ot her ' NESCAC schools (Amher st, :
As a member of the New England Small College
William s, Wesleyan, etc.) , or other small schools
'* ; '
Athletic Conf erence (NESCAC ), Colby is subject to
¦
extraor dinaril y restrictive athletic policies. One of . with simuar a^
In hockey for example, a real ignment of the" "
the basic princi ples on which the conference is
ECAC has been prdp &ediwW
founded is tha t "athletics be kept in harmon y with
Hockey magazine, leaVe NESCAC . schools' like ;
purposes
of
the
inthe essential educational
¦' ¦ ¦ ¦; ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦ ¦<
:; ' .
•
,
Colby 'tou t in ,the cold /' ^Membershi p in 1 the hew -1;
,
. •.' . . : . •
- ••
stitution. "
.
league would , require having money, f or scholarsh ips ;
I don't think that anyone need be told what the
and
for travel . Tbatto
Colby
'
purp
oses
are
at
"
essential
educational
"
At this point ; the! problem is^ hilld, as evidenced by
College. And "keeping in harmony " means
the many o_t8tahb _ng
regulations calling for , amon g other th ings, short
cross
country ; tennis, and others this falL But it wm f, ¦
seasons; no oub-of-season coachin g or practices ,
WQraen;each year: ; M6re and more teams !wlth their ; ¦ > •' '
virtually no recruitin g activities , and limited postheavy re_ri_tihg and big athle tic budgets will shr ge¦ .' ''
.; 7r
season activities.
.ahead of;Cdby ^y-¥'7 ''¦'• wf i -y . <"; r>,i 7 : '"> - :¦•,-• ¦: ' . • ¦[ *
As a r esult , it is becoming, and will, continue to
A reexamination of academic goals and
become increasin gly difficult for Colby to compete
athletic
£ •"
of
l
¦
the
goals,
„,
and
a
mora
cbmMtlble
^merger
with schools which are not NESCAC schools, and
l ¦ yy¦
;¦¦', " " ¦" ¦ ':,: ':' y 'y iy > ¦.;-' , "' : ' v i 7 "^two
n<x»wary.
;
¦
not subject to such strin gent prohibitions. Schools :.¦ ' . maybe
f
,
:
:
•
:
;¦
•
¦
>
yy
:
y:y
'^
:i . >y \ . ' 'y iu:<.i -^u , : ¦ <
; .: :' a\ ' . - , .
that start their seasons earlier and finish later , and ¦. •/ ' : , < . . ¦ ".,• ' •:¦ .'. ¦¦ • -7
¦ ' '~yv- ' '', A v.. iy'
iyLy
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'
schools that offer thousands of dollars In athletic :
Thin Is the iecotidvf three commentarie s >- . L
scholarsh ips; , are figurativel y " moving out of our
'league. '' - ' ' - y ' : '-. ' ' . ¦ ¦ ¦!' ., !• ' ,( ': :.< - ' • • : - ' .y . ' ¦ .{.- <• :- "y :y : > i, - ' ' : :
W : ¦ ':-- ¦• <Y , yy- ^yy ^ ^^M -y ^f ^ .r
In addition , travel expenses and overni ght ac- , Sports
¦ ; -: ' ;.;, ¦¦/ qt•> 1- 'yColb
^;,,v<
-o ^ ,,. y !•: : .«>; /^. •oV. gig' ?|wM<);i-; a:,p? :
y
comodations are so exhorbitont that it is ¦ ¦" ¦
;
[:
:
economically strenuous to schedule too many ;¦ :; ' • ¦ ' ; 'WW ^h ::: ^c
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In rugby

Men lose again
in road game;
Women debut

As mentor-captain Honest
Abe Staples commented,
"the team was flat in the
minutes. We
opening
weren't ', psyched to hit
people."
As a result, UMO scored
qUickly in the opening
minutes. The two other
UMO scores were results of
lapses in the Colby defense
which UMO was able to
capitalize on. v Another
^
factor contributing
to the
loss ' was the change in
mental attitude of the team
when two of its spiritual
leaders, captain Staples and
"Crazylegs" Sortor, had to
leave th§ game due to injuries!;The sole Colby score
came off the foot of Tom
"Digger" Daughtery in a
penalty kick attempt.
The forwards _id a fine
job after a slow start. Not
only did they win 80 percent
of the scrums, they showed
improved technique in
rucks and mauls.'
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by Jim Levy

Two major and significant
contest in Colby Rugby took
place last weekend. The
first was a disheartening
loss by the men's team to
Rugby, power'UMO, and the
second was the first contest
for the newly formed
Women's Rugby club, who
played and lost to Plymouth
,
¦
State. ' - wO -v- ' \ vv ' . " ¦; ' ' ' ' . .

The men's team travelled
up to the North ; Country
Saturday to face UMO arid
in the process suffered an
18-3 loss. This game - extended the team's road trip
slump. They have gone
undefeated at home, but
have lost every away game.
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Grim faces tell .the story at last Saturday's loss to Tufts. (Ph ot o by Mike Swift)
. The backs, again, .did a years, was very skilled and
line job. Many had good too strong to overcome,
runs which threatened
UMO With the enthusiasm.- that;
• was created Saturday
many times. ¦' .,
/Saturday- was a historic; among the fans and the
one for Colby. It was the players we look for big
debut of women^fQgby at developments in women's
Colby and what a debut it rugby for the spring season.
Was! Tbe women braved
The B-team also played
that cool, cruel, northern this weekend, losing to ,j , . .... _„.. .... ^ ........ .............
winds only to suffer a 20-0 UMO. 8-4 on Saturday and
^
~
' ""
debacle.
winning Sjmday against : #
'*
¦ ; MNfleai• >Soce«f *
This was the first - game U Maine -Machians 8-7.
.. . • • y - - \ • -. *• •¦-I
.
I
for the women ruggers and
This weekend Golby
,, ... tl.
-..
they really played ex- Rugby closes out its fall . "a
ceptionally well: Plymouth schedule against Dover
State,however,
an Rugby Club on Saturday at
by Stephanie Vrattos
established team for many 1:00.

Women's soccer
awards announced
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Now that the dust has settled, a bit on the 1980
World Series, one can look back and see that the
Philadelphia Phillies came out ori top because of
their ability to win the pressure games, both in
regular and post season play. They were a unified
group, full of heart , who pufled it out when it looked
' like it was;over- who came from behind almost out
would
-of habit. Just when you thought the guillotine
finallyfall; back come the Phillies.
'¦
; Just picture hyper Tug McGraw but there in the
lata ihntogs of a big game. You knew he'd come
through. Y/ou knew he'd strikeout Jose Cardenal
with two outs¦ and the bases loaded in the bottom of
the ninth ;__ the fifth game'of, the World Series.
<There was no way Jose was going- to get a hit.
M_Graw 's efforts were .typical of the whole Philly
dub. A 36-year-oldveteran who many had given up
on, Tug, constantly gave it all he had and won .with
heart ratherlAan artjlstry."-y ¦(, ; ] y :^-; i.-y .
^ The'.' .Phillies Were underdogs frpiri day one bfr thes
season. Picked by many to finish third in their very
own division behind Pittsburgh and Montreal, they '
kept within range of the top throughout the summer
land:
then found their .season boiled, down to a two
;;
out of:; three; series;. ' ih''Mbritreallvih;;;dc^6ber; ' The,;
iPhillies aurjprisecl everybodyby;taking the first two
'games from the Expos to clinch the division after
Ithe, leist.garhe,' .'of,the season;.;. .From there it was , .;
ey had died in*'76, '77,
Ion to the^playbffft, where.th
arid !78^ 'ite ;;were to; face; ftiej, Houston , Astros,
'whose pitching steff and to^
i in thie v galaxy ' in the regular season. But the ;'¦;¦.
Phils ...came , , -back. „ f rom , ; „ .,a., - /?-! .series
disadvantage, v -Qotf:. ;;won ;;gaihes ;; ; f our an d
five, ' again behind •McGraw-s" heroics andv
; other assorted performances, And the sadistic
Philadelphia fans, rumored to be even worse than
"Boston 's^; finally . had , a World Series , entry- their ¦
'i firsUn 30, 'yearo.l;^';;V .^- : ' ,s -;i ,tV 'v - ¦,,. - , ; .,.; • v -7 ¦;' .. ,? '.. '
\• v Meanwhile,, somewhere In the Mid-West, ; the
t Royals had coasted to an easy, un-dramatic AL
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West division crown behind George Brett" and
Company. {Speedster Willie Wilson and excellent
pitching were King George's major aids. KC had
breezed to victory without facing any pressure
series or must win situations. Even against the
hated Yankees in the playoffs they won convincingly with a three game sweep over a
seemingly uninspired Yankee club.
But these pressureless games proved to be the
reason for KC's demise against the Phillies. The
Royals had won all year long by taking risksstealing bases, stretching out hits; and playing
aggressive baseball. But when you're 20 games in
front of the pack as they were, no one seems to
notice if you get gunned down stealing third, or if a
ball gets, away on a diving catch attempt and turns
into a triple;
When the Royals were faced with the pressure of
the World Series,, they cracked. They lost their
composure and they couldn 't produce in the clutch,
-tennis Leonard blew a four run lead in game one
after Pete Rose stuck his shin in front of a pitch and
Larry Bowa stole second with his team trailing 4-0.
Rich Gale panicked by fielding a bases-loaded
grounder and throwing to first instead of home in
game three( to allow a key run, to score. DarreH Porter tiptoed home instead of trying to bowl over
counterpart Bob Boone in game two. The Royals
just plain Weren't used to playing in a clutch game.
. Willie"', '¦Wilson . was the epitome ;of the Royal's
failure . in the. Series. Often referred to as "the'
single most destructive force in all of baseball,"
Willie struck out 12 times ( a six game Series
record) ;ahd looked quite incapable of destroying a
little league team, much less the Phillies.
As for the ' Phils, they ende_ up being the one&
gambling in the Series- stealing oases' while four
runs down, bunting, their way on ( even Mike Senmidt, major league HR leader, got a bunt hit) , and,
of courrfe, coming from behind to win. »
They beat the Royals by playing the way those
same Royals had playedin the regular season; And
they silenced the critics who had called them
• ' * ¦> '.''" '
gutless choke artists In the past. •

X.

The Colby Women's
Soccer team held its post•, season break-up , dinner this
past Thursday night.
v Freshman Maura Cassidy
. was named the most improved player.
The
Dedham, Mass. native
showed
steady
improvement as the season
progressed.
Goaltender . Jeffra
Becknell earned most
valuable player honors, and
most deservedly so.
Becknell kept the Mules in
every game, posting an
outstanding 2.00 goals
against average in the nine1-

game season.
The most prestigious
award, the Captains' Cup
for team spirit, was,
awarded to freshman Anne
Tiedeman. Tiedeman didn't
see too much playing time,
but certainly made her
presence felt off the field.
Her
unrestrained
enthusiasm
constantly
sustained
the
team 's
morale. .
Captains for the 1981
season were also announced.
Leading next
year's squad will be juniors
Jeffra Becknell, Karen
Cowles, and Mary Glenn.

McCarth y takes Maine
singles champ ionshi p
This week' s ECHO Athlete of the week
is sophom ore tennis star Brid get McCarthy.
Bridget defeated teammate Maura Schaugnessy in a four-hour marathon match to
win, the Maine State Singles Champion ship,
r
held¦¦ on .Octo ber 24-25 a_ Bates College.
¦
¦
, " "Brid get was our number two ' singles player all season ," , commented
rookie coach Bev Nalbandian .
.
She has a cool . attit ude on the court ,
and it shows up in her play."
Honorable mention goes to the six
members of the field hockey team who
were named last week to the Northeast
Regional team : , Sara ,Bunne ll, Sue Meyer ,
J ane Hartzell. Leah Maher , Kathy Nickerson , and Sheila R yan.
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Put that in your pipe and
smoke it!
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Primal tunes
:.;:.

Mike, Poulin of Thomas College sounds off his mating call.
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I thought Tsaw a "puddy cat"
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The locomotionband jazzes up Halloween.
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Girls, step
rig ht this way.
Jim McKenzie and Rob
Eber head for the show.
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Colby stude nts in high foBhion groove to the tunes .
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Wa r film a shocker
v

by Bob Hoffman

On the eve of Section
day, a near capacit y crowd
viewed the powerful antiwar film - Hearts and
Lovejoy
Minds ? - in
Auditorium. With painful
detail , this anti-war film
depicted the atrocities and
horror of the Vietnam "War
through a documentary
style consisting of authentic
film footage.
Hea rts

Do a little dance. . .
And this is the way.:. .

Pre-Christmas
Crafts Fair

1980

Photos by J ason Pelletier
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Three little p iggies went to the market
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and

recreated
the political
milieu of the nation before
the war : the sense of invincibility in our militar y
might , the moralistic duty
of America to preserve
democracy,
and
the
paranoia of communism .
With horrif ying starkness ,
the film sought to reveal the
hypocrisy of the United
States ' involvement - in
Southeast Asia.
Scenes - of Vietnamese
children being burned by
napalm dropped by U.S.
fighter planes , .were juxtaposed with footage of
President
Johnson
expounding the preservation
of freedom . Relentlessl y,
the film depicted the wake
of suffering and destruction
the American military
machine left behind as it
churned through Vietnam .
Scenes of brutality, -killings,
and r torture 7 effectively
conveyed the horror and
senselessness of war ;
So great
was the

7

COLBY COLLEGE - Lovejoy 100
7 & 9:30 p.m.
7,8 THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY
$1
starrin g Gar y Busey.
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7&9 :WJ p;m.
ZULU
$1
starring Michael Caine and Jack Hawkins.
7 & 5;3CI p.m.
.tailin g Sean Conner yj the real James Bond. . :$!;,

14,_5 THUNDERBALL

RAILR OAD 'SQUARE CINEMA
'
¦

Enjoy the music of student pianist Teresa Forster.

¦
¦

Al Gould will play hfis own fine brand of country &
western on his guitar , piano , and man dolin.

I

I
¦

The Coffeehouse presents the express ive sounds of
This time we're sure t ha t Dick Sewell' s Drama class
will perfor m a one-act play at 9 p.m.

I -• ' . Doors open at 8 p.m. Sets are at 9.irt fb1O.30. There ¦
¦
might be a cover char ge of $1.
¦
¦
;. :.
¦
¦
¦
,. ,
3^

, , , ,. wi^i-i"

The Coffeehouse will now be open on a regular
schedule Thursday thru Sunday every week. Stop in
for a relaxin g respite from your work.
Also, If you have any tafent or would ju st like to
; andahold of Sue Perry
to
to
in Foss. She's fun
perform
talk get
could make you a star !

7 & 9: 30 p.m.
6 -9 HAROLD AND MAUDE
stanin g Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort. - $2.50 .
10-12 POUR QUOI PAS? (WHY NOT?) ; 7 & 0: 30 pM,
Q.$2.50 -. . ;. '.
dfrected by CoUniB Serreaa" ,
I
¦ 13-16 MONTY PYTHO N-AND NOW FOR 7 * 9: 30 p.m.
SOMETHI NG COMPL ETELY DIFFER ENT $2^50 J

¦

I
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emotional impact of the
film Zthat the ensuing
discussion ,in Dana Loung e
with professors
Hauss ,
Mackenzie , Bowen, Huey,
and sWeisbrot , materialized
very slowly and with much
tension ' and awkwardness.
From the start of the
discussion, i_ was apparent
that a basic consensus on
the-horror and "evil of war
existed but there was much
disagreement
in
interpreting the message of
the film and the lessons of
the Vietnam War.
A realization of the
fragility of world peace in a
year that has witnessed the
, of
Soviet invasion
Afghanistan , a war in the
Middle East , and the implementation of a draft
registration sombered the
discussion group and raised
a whole host of issues.
Hauss believes that the
U.S. people ''have not
learned a thing " from the
war and still seek to
. &- niach o"
-. preserve * £
image
of America 's
military might. Bowen
expressed
a
similar
viewpoint . in that he feels;
that American racism and
imperialism produced the
Vietnam War and that
"American men still have
not. .cdme\;.into!!conUct ;vwith
their hear ts and minds" on
the horror of war arid that
until they ' do so, war looms
as a very real possibility.
Weisbfot pointe d to the
continued aggressive expans ion
of
Soviet
totalitarianism and warned
of the necessity of maintaining a strong American
army capable of combatting
such a menacing power.
T^oughout y ; the , .
discussion, students debated
on the true impact of the
Vietnam - War on the
American public and policy
makers as well as the
future role of the U.S. army
in a ". tense -and ; volatile*!
global power arena. Many }
students seemed stirred by
the shock value of the film
and groped to express ' their
feelings on the magnitude of
war's ¦%¦. destruction . A_
Professor ,7 T Mackenzie
related , the 'film served Mto
sensitize people and make
them aware ?' of the realities
" - . ' 7 ,'. '- .
otwar.-:- i; -'¦
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In addition to his musical repetoire, Bill also had a
number of witty jokes and a variety of stories to tell.
Most of the songs performed -had some story behind
them or else were humorous in themselves. - The. songs
were varied, and most were written by Bill. Some were
about New England, life or just rural life in general,
such as "Hauling in the Wood.'
The audience fit comfortably into the coffeehouse, and
everyone enthusiastically received Mr.; Staine's tales
and music, fie taught a few of the choruses of his songs
to the crowd, who then tried to sing them with" some
success.(?) . "Liverpool Light" and the few yodelling
songs he performed were especially enjoyable.
Judging by the crowd's response, the concert was a
success. Anyone who believes there is not enough
diversity in social activities on campus certainly did not
venture near the coffeehouse on October 29. .
Bill Staines was a uniquely skilled and enjoyable
performer, and gave a well integrated concert of folk
music interspersed with his many tales. Perhaps the
Messalonskee Folk Music and Chowder Society will be
able to have him perform again in the near future.

Last Wednesday Bill Staines, a New England folk
singer and guitarist who has produced a number of
records, demonstrated his talents in the coffeehouse.
Staines gave a confident two and a half hour concert
reflecting his experience as well as his vocal and guitar
skill.
;
BiU showed a number of unique talents. He is lefthanded and plays a normal ; guitar upside down. To
play a guitar in this manner- is unconventional (to say
the least), and requires different"fingerings since all the
chords/are inverted. Bill has been playing the guitar
this way for many years; and demonstrated that he is
more skilled than --many
¦ ;,. professional right—handed
players..! -; . ' " '¦
Staines also demonstrated his vocal abilities, which
included some incredible yodelling. There are not many
people ;in' this, area who are -capable of this type of
vocalization (one usually pictures alpine meadows in
Switzerland as the appropriate place) , and the few
songs which included yodelling were certainly well
recieved.

Ghost stories an eerie success

•

"
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Ambrose Bierce piece of
traditional
Gothic
character, and ended with a
Charles Bassett special: a
grisly v and malevolently
humorous short story about
a radiation-deformed baby.
Prof. Bassett claims to have
discovered the story in a
horror;anthology which cost
him 35 cents; this undoubtedly indicates that
great literature can still be
a great buy. "' :""
Prof;
Brancaccio
demonstrated fine and
classical reading ability
when deftly fleshing out the
convolutedv prose style ' of
marvelous
Poe's
"Evangeline. " ." Equally

successful at crowd-winning
was Prof. Mannocchi, who
exuded her natural charm
in humor through a short
story detailing (retailing?)
the tragedy of feeing a
department _ store mannequin. The particulars, of
this tale will never appear
in a Gimbel's Gliristmas
catalogue.
The annual Halloween
reading;; Held-last year for
the first time under the
auspices of Brenda Bowen
and the Stu-A Cultural Life
Organization, is a growing
and exciting event. .We hope
to be terrified even more in
future years!

J ^M^
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ra diatio n and manne quins

Last Thursday evening,
October 30th; 'things weiit
bump in the night during
the splendidly chilling
narratidri by four members
of the English Department.
Oyer 150 students packed
into second
floor Roberts' . .to
hear ! :' Profs. .-;';';,Bassett,
Brancaccio, Mannocchi, and
Sweney read a wide variety
of poems and short fiction
selected to prepare the
audience for a most enjoyable night of .' terror :
Halloween.;
' ;,
'
read
The selections
ranged from the classical to
tlie indescribable. ' - 'The
evening began with Prof.
Sweney 's treatment of an
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Philemon provides uplifting entertainment
by Brigitte Raquet
Whether you like the message or not, Philemon is a
very thought-provoking play.
The Colby production is a great opportunity to see
seven talents giving truly fine performances. If you
missed it last weekend, you can still see it Friday, Nov.
7, nt Saturday, Nov. 8 in Strider Theatre at 8 p.m.
Howard Koonce gives a marvelously energetic performance as Cockian, the Greek clown who agrees to
pose as Philemon, the Egyptian Christian leader. He
hopes to save his own life by betraying the underground
revolutionaries (Christians) of Rome. - '. ..
Koonce's facial expressions and body language give
credence to his character as well as to the inner , conflicts he begins to suffer after betraying fellow prison
inmate Andes:
Andos (Scott Russell) is a young Christian convert
who reminds Cockian. of his own son. Russell's performance is especially; strong in the number
"Sometimes-Protest" when he nobly refuses to divulge
any information and yet is tempted to for the sake of
returning" to his wife and child. This number is particularly striking and visually effective.
The Roman authorities are successfully played by
John Foster and Darryl Scott. Scott's role is mainly a
foil to the comic Cockian. Beyond this, his beautiful
singing voice reveals a further depth of character which
he, like his commander, is afraid to verbalize. Foster in
particular, gives a strong, controlled performance. His
fine singing voice lends poWer to his performance as the
Commander of the Roman Garrison. One of the play's
finest moments is "The Confrontation " between the
Commander's vision of a sterile) world of" law and
order, and the newly converted Cockian's vision of love
conquering all.
Cockian's conversion is mostly a.result of the efforts
of the 'wife of . an underground leader (played by
Rebecca Paige Bullen), who teaches him what is realty
important in life. Though Bullen's performance had
some shaky moments Saturday night, she gave a
compassionate rendering of the song> "The Greatest Of

These." Cockian, who has resisted love all his life, gives
'.," > '¦'
in and finds a new spiritual peace.
Lisa D; Smith plays Kiki, the female half of the clown
act. Smith is a , wonderfully versatile actress whose
singing voice can reflect every range of emotion. She
moves easily from the comic lightheadedness of
"Gimme a Good Digestion" to disgust and disenchantment in "Don't Kiki Me," when she reacts
negatively to Cockian's suggestion that she turn tricks
to make them some money.
Cockian's wife is played by Darlene J. Rowland,
whose most outstanding feature is her full,, strong voice.
She is excellent in "'I -Love 'His Face," a beautifully
tender love scene with Cockian. 'The warmth and
fullness of her singing are perfect for this song.
Director Steve Woody uses some .clever and effective
staging devices. The wooden set is the perfect medium
for suggesting first the town and then the prison! After
all, in the context of the play, both places are prisons for
the persecuted.
In addition to this, all seven performers are wrapped
in quilts. Each quilt has *a motif sewn on it; reflecting
the significance of the character. For example, the
converter, Bullen, has a Christian cross insignia on her
quilt. This is a clever, effective bit of costuming.
The whole idea of the actors coming but as ordinary
people and donning their costumes on stage lends a
feeling of timelessness to the play. This is very important because, as the program points out, "Although
the location and the period seem remote, there are
similarities to more recent historical events."
It is refreshing to see such an uplifting play presented
at Colby. The enthusiastic audience response seemed to
indicate that we are not the worldly cynics that ? we
;
pretend to be.

G B H artist
ensemble to play
by Julie Borden

Phoebe Neville, a professional choreographer from
New York City, treated Colby students to a class in
modern dance last Monday afternoon. Phoebe's unusua l
style fascinated a full and enthusiastic studio. Although
Neville was without the rest of her Dance Company, she
taught the group pieces from her well-known
Expressionist dance routines.

The Colby Community Music Series presents The GBH
-Boston Artists Ensemble oh Wednesday, November 12.
The ensemble consists of three artists: Arturo Delmoni
on violin , Jonathan Miller on cello, and Andrew Wolf on
piano. Given Auditorium will provide the setting tor this
Boston trio and the performance time is 8 p.m; Colby
has arranged for the trio also,to play the next morning
for children bussed in from local schools,. . •
All three gentlemen have received individual distinction as well as recognition for their work together. Mr.
Wolf received the Maine State Award in 1972 for his
extensive work in music, and in the past has given
memorable performances at Colby.
Mr. Delmoni won the Dealey Award in 1969, the
Flagler Award in 1071, and the Leventritt Award in 1975.
The founding member of the gorup, Miller, has played
for the Boston Symphony and San Diego, Hartford , and
<
Julllard orchestras.
This concert is the seqond of the series and will include selections from Johannes Brahms and Folix
Mendelssohn, The evening should prove to be a
delightful experience for all romantic music lovers..
/For more Information call x205,
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Entertamirient
Mavin manipulates minds
by Paulette Lynch
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> Sly devil :.

photoVby Don Gallo

plained that the bill was upside down. He then
proceeded to tell Kim the serial number.
Another impressive feat involved four men from the
audience. Three of them wrote down the name of a
place they had loved and wanted to revisit. A fourth
wrote the name of a place he would like to go to but had
never seen. When a young boy collected the cards and
pencils, Mavin identified each of the first three places:
Moscow, New Orleans and Florence.
He also,
elaborated on the people's experiences, though he
seemed confused about the man who'd been to Florence.
Mavin had one card left, but felt that since identification was too easy, he would try to guess the name
of the place instead.. He asked the fourth gentleman to
keep an image of that place in his mind. Mavin stared
intently and said, "You are thinking of a place with a
great deal of sunshine, a pastoral (not a city) area.
There is someone there with a red shirt... no a red
jacket, an outdoor jacket... there is a girl with long
braids... there's a man-made structure nearby... there is
snow. The structure is associated with skiing, .you have
not placed yourself in this picture... "
Mavin then straightened, and smiled exclaiming,
"Well my friend I hope you get there someday for its
one of the most beautiful spots in the U.S. - Aspen,
Colorado!"
Most people, especially the Colby.participants seemed
amazed by Mavin's stunts. Though Mavin Was not
always 100 percent accurate, there were moments which
were quite convincing. Psychic entertainment with Max
Mavin provided for a great evening of weird , unusual
fun - perfect for Halloween!

"This is not a mask. I look like this all the time,"
explained Max Mavin; a psychic entertainer from
California.
Mavin performed at Colby last Friday in Given
Auditorium. After he quickly dispelled the myth that he
was a magician, he informed the audience that he knew
how to "manipulate" people's minds. At other timeshe
made it clear that he could read a person s mind only
with his or her cooperation:
Naturally, there were many skeptics in the audience
and unfOrtonatelya few of them were hecklers. One of
Mavin's seasoned retorts to rude comments was "We
are all here to explore the ¦ human
¦ ¦ mind. We'll let you
stay as an exception."
-' ' "
Mavin warmed up with a variety of card tricks, indicative of his ability to manipulatethe mind. "Are you
sure you want to stop here...Well, you chose this card of
your own free will...'' The rest of the evening made his
mind-reading claims seem very convincing.
For one stunt, two women were invited from the
audience to join Max Mavin with their pocketbooks,
They were instructed to place a silver half dollar over
each of his eyes and aoDly strips of surgical adhesive
tape diagonally and horizontally across them. He then
tied a black scarf over his eyes. Each student v/as
instructed to pass an object from her purse through the
space between his hands. Mavin described an id card to
the letter.
Kim Hokanson was asked to hold a bill. Mavitf not
only accurately identified the currency but also ex-

tells the story

Boes +1^
7 by Scott R. Sophos
Woody Allen is one of Americas most prolific and
unpredictable1fUmmakers..Llh may respects, he is also
one of the best, having in the past four years turned
away from bis early, commercial films like Take the
Money and Bun and Bananas to more introspective
films like Annie Hall and Manhattan/
The first sighs of the "new" Woody Allen turned up in
Annie Hall. Although essentially a comedy, it dealt with
life in more realistic terms than his earlier films; and
garnered Allen an Academy Award for Best Picture.
His next picture. Interiors, was a total break from his
earlier mode. A dark, brooding film about the disintegration of a family, it was a film not by Allen but a
new personality, Woody Bergam, if you like. Interiors,
although a well-done haunting film; failed miserably.
Why? It was not funny. It seems that the public reaction
to this film inspired Allen to make his latest film Stardust Memories.
This film deals with a comedian-turned-fiimmaker
(sound familiar? ) named Sandy Bates (played by
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Allen), who israttending a retrospective film weekend
dealing with .his films. "Especially ", as many people
throughout the movie said, "the earlier, funnier ones."
For this is Bates (and Allen's) main dilemma. He
wants to make , serious movies about the misery and
helplessness that he sees in me world. Allen has a
mural-size photo of a man being shot in ' the head
hanging over his kitchen table.) But which type of film
is better?
Over the weekend, Bates tries to determine, through
flashbacks and fantasies, the significance of his own
life, the people in it and the films that he makes. This is
the story , of how a celebrity deals with fame; and (at
least in this film) Allen doesn't deal very well:
•Although the film is technically excellent (it contains
some of the most striking black and white photography I
have ever seen), it is a series of insults to critics, fans,
and almost everyone else who Woody Allen feels even
slight hostility towards.
Like the characters in FeUini's films (to which
Stardust memories owes a great deal), most of the
characters are grotesque, In their stylized makeup,

Scooter himself (that's
Bruce, for the uninitiated)
plays some piano.
What makes the album,
though, as in most of his
previous performances, is
the vocals. Some say Bruce
cannot sing, While it is true
that his voice is not as
refined or polished as
others, I daresay, that

costumes, and actions,, they are caricatures of
characters.
The only ones who do not come across as perfectly
awful are the women in Bates' life. Played by Charlotte
Rampling, Marie Christine Berrauet, and Jessica
Harper, most of their problems are inner neuroses as
opposed to the outward lightness of the others.
Charlotte Rampling not only gives the performance of
her life, she seems to raise her character above the
stereotyped, neurotic actress she portrays.
All this does not mean that Stardust Memories is a
bad film. In fact, it is technically fantastic. Allen has
gone all out to show us that he is a Filmaker with a
capital "F". The photography, as stated before, is
striking, and the performances range from not bad to
fantastic. There are even a lot of laughs.
Oh these counts, it is a "must see" movie,
prepared, however, to be verbally abused and
ultimately confused, by the hostility Allen dishes out. In
this respect, Stardust Memories is a childish step backward. '
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the River just flows on an
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1981calendar and cohiinitteei system defended

by Sar a Robinson
Committee Chairp er son
I am writin g in response to last week's ignorant
editorial regarding the calendar. I was always under
the impression that editorialists made sure they had all
the facts before blasting someone or something . Since
this impression is obviously wrong, I shall sttem.pt to
supply the facts here.
7 y¦
1 First of all, the calenda r: , classes start on Sept. 14
the Monday after Labor Day. There is a midsemester
brea* on Monday, Oct 26. Thanksgiving is tlie same as
it has always been (every year before this one) with'last
classes being the Wednesday morning before
Thanksgiving Day. Because Wednesd ay afternoon
classes are being missed they must be made up. - This
will occur on one arid only one Saturday and will include
only classes that are scheduled for Wedn esday afternoon. There will be a four day readi ng period ' Sat.
throu gh Tues. between last classes and finals. And the
last exam, will be held on Sunday, Dec.,21'.;", 7
Mow for ,the issues: Colby traditionally ^starts the
Monday after Labor Day. While I dp not want to imply
that this is sacred and can never be changed , I think it
should be made clear that one of the reasons Colby
starts at this time is not to jeopardize student jobs
which rum through Labor Day. And contrary to the
opinion of last week's editorial there are a let of
students in this position based on informa tion from the
Dean of Student' s office.
Schools that start before Labor Day and schools that
start after Labor Day do so because they have different
requirements to satisfy their calend ars . For example:
Colorado State University starts at the end of August
because they have to work a six week Christmas
vacation into their academic calendar; Utah State
Universit y starts at the very end of September arid runs
until the first week of June with one term before

y
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listing the student representatives to each committee
and in this letter I mentioned that .anyone/who wanted
could have input in "everything from the academic
calendar to educational and athletic policies" by just
talking to the appropriate student representative.
In Washington our Congressmen make decisions
everyday. They do not write us and tell us ^everything
they do and while newspapers publish some decisions
they do not publish everything. If we care about an
issue, the burden is on us to write them and tell them
what we think or to write them and find out how they
are voting. Colby is the same.
>
A lot of decisions are being made in a lot of committees. - If you want some input or-some informati on it
is your responsibility to call the appr opriate student
' ~
representatives or to call me.
Last Spring elections were held ,for Stu-A officers. s I
was elected Committee Chairperson ( if you want to
know what that is read the Stu-A Constitution in the
back of your studen t handbook ) because a majority of
you upperclassmen voted for me. I want to maximize
everybody 's input in the formula tion of all college
policies, but I can not call every one of you up on the
phone every night to find out what you are thinking. If
you care about something, come talk/tb'"mel^ify6udoi_'t
understand why a decision has ';be«h'mad. r'cbme.;' tal.. ' ' 1
to me! If youha ve a complaint; come talk to ine! ;
I . will meet anyone on this campus at any time tb taik:
about any issue you ; want¦ ¦; But, if' ybii won't call me; I>
can't help you. I -; ;- - ' ; ¦ £- • 7 • ' . , '(yy ^y -y - V^ '. ^y E 'p 3'
Finally, I would like to commentbn a disgusting trend
I see at 'Colby; Ragging[ for the sake of i- ragging screaming about issues for mVsake of screaming ; To
use a very old cliche "talk is cheap .'' ; Yoii can scream
like a little baby to your friends or in the Echo or you
can act like an adult and taxe sohie positive action to
" '"' !y " ;
acheive your goals. It is your decision.

Why I supp orted theyfr qt:syist0m
by Valerie Fulton

Novembe r 20th

(207) 453-9011

y of
Christmas and two terms afterwar ds; the Umversit
with
last
Day
Penns ylvania starts promptly after Labor
and
December;
of
23rd
exams usua lly falling the 22nd or
so on.
Colby-has one semester before Christmas and a JanPlan and second semester afterwards . With these heeds
it has proven optimal for Colby to start the Monday
after Labor Day.
Every seven years or so this optimum starting[ time is
affected because Labor Day falls late in September like next year. ( When Labor EBay comes very early like this year - its no problem because we get a longer
Thanksgivin g vacation , a midsemester break ,' or
somethin g to give us the extra days off. ) ,I make this
point so the editorialist and the student body will understand that next year 's calendar is not the beginning
of a trend for Colby but , merely a one-time adjustment
to a very rare problem.
Next, I would like to defend th« process by which this
calendar wasr formulated. The Administrative Com:
mittee writes the calenda r every > fall for the next
academic year. There ar e three student members oh
this committee to present bur views. Faculty and administrators also ¦have¦ representatives for- the same
" - . - -;' " - '• ' '
purp ose. '
.
> . - . ¦;*'' • ' '
The college committee system, is designed very much
like our actual government , in that we have representatives to make Specific decisions for us because we
don't have the time and because it wouldn 't be feasable
for all 1600 students , and 200 faculty and administrators ,
to get together and vote on -educational policy; admissions policy, " financial pri orities , independent
;
majors , anal Senior scholar projects ;
^x
Any student is eligible to serve on a committee.
Interviews for this year 's conamittee spots were advertised in the Echo and with posters in Robert' s last
April . I wrote a letter to the Echo earlier this fall

the right to 7 make rules regarding "acceptable "
behavior. The chief pur poses of frat parties , as I saw
The fraterni ty system at Colby must chan ge. As a them, were to, get drunk and approach members of the
member of the college community, I refuse to allow its opposite sex. Unfort unately,! was naive enough to think
physical and social domination to continue. As a that I would meet people there. • 7
woman , I refuse to cater to an archaic tradition , which ,
Instead , I often became the victim of petty sexual
by definition , excludes me.
harassment—e. g. pinchin g, namer-callin g—which I
It. is time that we reevaluate certain prevalent at- regarded as a sign of approval. Indeed , I felt I deserved
titudes towa rd the system, By focusing on my own such abuse-centered reactions on my manne r of dress ,
move away from an accepta nce of the fraternity
etc. To carr y this example to the extreme , a friend of
system, I will attempt to explore and define these at- mine was raped freshman year at a fra t party, but
titudes , to show that we shonild not - must not - allow refused to blame the man involved. Her reason: "I led?
' " ¦" '
frat row to. remain as is.
him on."
Surprisin gly, I was not originally opposed to the
But I realize that some of these incidents lay undue
system. The socialization process which led to my burden on the individual fraternity. , I do not mean to
initial acceptance of it began; immediately upon my undermine 1 my argument with specific examples.
arrival. Durin g my first month at Colby, I attended
' Instead , it is my acquiescence, my'passive acceptance
approxim ately 20 frat parties. They became my of a system which seemed to support these sexist and
primary source of enterta inment;
my friends and I elitist values tha t I want to dwell on. In other words ,
:; /r :
why did I support such a system?
spent hours ju st in preparation ,
In the Letters' to the Editor expressin g alliance
Furthermore foiir conversation often centered around
with the fraternit y system , the '" alternative " to
frat related incidents.
We gladly listened to innumerable
accounts of .edgings, ass—bitings; frat-related social events is pointed out. I would
gangbangings , chicken-killin gs, etc. The partial , ar- ar gue ,. though ,; that as. a new " student ^tMt -alteriiative
tificiality of these stories did not occur to us, par- was given a negative connotation , I wanted to associate
ticularly in light of the movie Animal House. In fact , we myself with frats , not because they were ;the only choice,.
lau ded the? brothers for wha t we felt, were creat ive, if but because they/were the acceptable choice, To give up ,
admittedly grotesque , endeavcrs .
my alle giance to the f ra t, I felt, would have been to give
Along with an acceptance of the fraternity as a social up my "social status. "
7
^ ^ y Xy ^y ' y y , ^- *
As an upperclas BWoman , I still want the appro val I . .
agent came an acceptance of the elitism (by " elitism"!
sought as a first year student ; At the same timi?;
do not mean the formation of 4 group that chooses to 7
live together ; rather , I poiait to cases where such a however , I will w
group seeks permanently. to> dominate a segment of adhere to the principle of sexism and elitism fostered; by¦; ¦
' , -; i ' , . • " 7
campus simply by virtue of their group , status) and the present fraternity ' system^
I am tired of apologizing for my current ; "an- ' ; : j
sexism inherent to the system *
I wou ld not , for example, quest ion an y fratern it y's ti—social' .' views. ; I refuse1 to continue ^ doing ; so. The ; ;
" right" to a front table in Robert' s Dining hall , even fraternit y system issexist: by I definitiori ^ i elitist by; ;
(Colby) tradition , and dominant over . -%',la rge portion of
though their presence was intimidating when I walked
i-social views we; must
up to the salad bar. I would not question their " right"
campus ¦ life. These
, arc the 'ant
' • ¦ ' ¦: ' ^yy-y '^ y ip y- '^y ^yk
to throw numero us articles acr oss my pathway to change ^ , ; y y' y ' ¦' , . ¦;¦;¦' 7 \y : \. yy
In their Oct. 23rd commentar y, EWund and Syrhmes
Roberts Union , even after I wna hit by a water balloon ,
I folt that fraternities owned not only the buildings have given us some guidelines on how to restructuro thealon g the "row ,? but also the land around and between physical monotonomy of frat row. Granted, ' these may ;,
them , it was only with permission that I walked on not provide l_ie aU~ ohcornpa _sihg solution ,' |'J3ut they '
»,
ep C olby has alread y
are a step in the right dirctlon
"thefr H property , walked by,'•the ir'! tables.
¦ ; :¦ ¦' ¦,¦' a.;; st¦:¦^¦W$
: %W- %;-P'
>
long
to
take,
waited
too
gave
,
fraternities
Similarl y, in sex—related Incidents I

Fra terniti es* A sense bf privi lege
by Whit Symmes
/
Sorry ' for all the confusion , / (as seen in last week's
ECHO) which the commentary co-authored raised.
Where ourpjargon fell short, however, our concerns
remain the same. Let me try to restate and to clarity.
The argument revolves around our feeling that
fraternity houses are special space, and that it is unfair
that only one portion of the student body has access to
this space;
,;
Why special space? Basically because of the difference between houses and dorms. In general , in a
dorm one's room is "home;" whereas, in a house, the
house as. a whole is "home." Structurally, houses
permit more of an emphasis on communal (fraternal)
interaction. Dorms compartmentalize.
This is not to say that no dorms acquire a communal
atmosphere. It is a matter of degree. Clearly fraternity
houses were designed to enhance the fraternal spirit of
the inhabitants: the set up of two floors of rooms and
two floors of common space.
The houses are small. They are well suited for any
type of group in its particular flavor of existence.
The key question, then, is: what is the hard logic
behind the administration permitting only one type of
group to live in this space? Considering that the costof
attending Colby; is uniform for all students, it certainly
seems likean inequitable situation to me. '
One Colby trustee remarked that if the Mayflower Hill
campus was to be :designed and constructed today, we
would not have frat—row .as it presently sits. WHY do
we continue to have a frat—row as it presently sits?-——
inquired I. .Alas; squatters rights.
However, it seems to me that these rights are
problematic at " best. Does granting these rights assume
that at the time the;original "squatting'' took place at
Colby groups had an equal shot at establishing a house
on.the row of their own? This assumption is absolutely
false,..-. ,

-

• ^ ..

Also, should not these rights also extend to new groups
that might emerge and desire similar housing? Would it
not be more practical, all people considered, to
reorganize the inhabitants of each house each year?
It seems to me that the whole legacy of fraternity
"squatters rights" is extremely vague; It also seems
that what the frats , are going to have to do to get out of
paying taxes is to define these rights very closely.
Personally 1am not in favor of the frats paying taxes
for two reasons:- First, I understand that the relationship of taxable and non—taxable property where a
college campus is concerned, (especially in a revenue
starved town) , is a very tenuous one. I Would hate to
see a precedent set under which other Colby structures
rs
might succumb to the auditor.
Secondly, I ; think this is the perfect time for the
college to clean up the ambiguities of the frat—college
legal relationship and bring the houses. under the full

protection of their exemption on an equal status with
dorms. If this means buying the houses, so be it.
However, our argument went deeper than this. Much
of it dealt with that subjective territory of the effects
(as opposed to the fact) of having the occupancy of the
houses "restricted to and controlled by one type of
group. Believe me, I too am sick of the terms male
dominant, elitism, sexism. inherent, and the rest.
But I mink they all, inadequate and stereotyping
though they may be, point at an extremely important
issue. I think that having seven all-male fraternities in
the focal point of the campus puts,an unhealthy emphasis on traditional sex roles. Further, I think that
because of the frat system men at Colby possess, subtle
though it is, an undue sense of privilege.
. This sense beginswhen as freshmen they can avoid
the risk of becoming a member of the "Coburn Ten" (or
some similarly disastrous roomdraw fate) , by electing
to live in a house. It is no-secret that some men choose
fraternity life largely because of the residential opportunity it affords. ' - ' ¦ ¦
These days, a male does not even have to join a frat
in order to live in one. The sense of privilegecontinues
and grows with the pride of living in your own house
with your own special friends: an opportunity not open
to everyone. Somehow it does not seem right that Colby
is educating students in the liberal arts in a social and!
of privilege
residential atmosphere that affords a sense
¦
•
_
'
_
to males.
-•
.
Further, the suggestion that the frats are cleaning up
their act is* not only unconvincing,(there is a distinct
difference. Father Cote, between playing it cool, and
changing attitudes), but also irrelevant. No matter how
candy-^coated their "new mutual relationship" with the
college turns out to be they will still all be all male.
Also, will the real meaning of "elitism" please stand
up! I must ask all those who attacked us for proposing
the replacement of one elitist system with another to go
back and reread the commentary. The inevitability of
elitism was acknowledged. The problem cited was the
row: a clustering of one brand of elitism. Nobody
suggested replacing it with a rowJ of vegetarian houses,
but rather, variety.
Lastly, Ijvould ask people to please recognize that, the
questions here raised are in reference to a system, and
not individuals.- Many people seem to have read into the
original commentary the contention that all frat men
should be nuked off the planet. The argument,
however, was carefully oriented to try to avoid this. We
are asking fraternities to defend themselves as a
monopoly, not as individuals.;,
"'.' One more point: for all those who have been wondering , about j my brand of breakfast cereal, it is
CKeerios, not granola. I realize that Cheerios are not
the healthiest food,.but they are probably healthier than
jBome other things one could put into one's system, say,
beer three meals a day for instance.

Lookin g ahea d to 1984
¦
• ¦},; by Steve Pfaff and Matt Doriohue
One of the iessphs learned from the 1980 presidential
campaign is that the Democratic Party must; if it is to
achieve victory in 1984, nominate for; President a candidate who identifies himself with the more traditional,
i;e.; blacks,
left-wing members of the Denriocratic
; ;Party,
r
i
;;
'
women, and blue-collar workers.
^ ';
cam
for;
the
1976
paign'
Carter
's ^
During Jimmy
for , President, Carter
Democratic Party . nomination
appealed to me mainstream Of the Democratic Party.
Indeed, his close victory over incumbent Gerald R. Ford
was greatly attributed to southern black support. But
during the Carter Administration, it >as clear that
despondent over
increasingly
blacks were becoming
;
;
Carter 's •fa ilure W vanswer the problems:' of decrepit
going to
Workers
cities and that rnahy blue-collar
;,7' were
;J( ^'
;
M
'
'
^7
a;;ch_in^e;
;;r'' ;; ;.
vote Sepublicmt;for
; \y^::r ,
Carter's administration alienated' many traditional
Democratic voters, forcing them to vote for Independent
John Anderson ot Republican' Ronald Reagan,
For the Democrats to win then, they :must elect a.
liberal; candidate W i at th e very least , isomeone who is
more Uberal ^aii,;Jimmy Carter;! A few;nam^
beeh;Mhtiohed, ; Walter Mohdale seem? to 'beia stron g

candidate. When he was Senator Mondale, he was
viewed as one of the rising liberals in Washington, a
protege of Senator Humphrey.
As Vice-President, he received sharp, criticism for
abandoning his liberal ideology. But it is clear that
while remaining loyal to Carter and his policies, he has
astutely kept distance between himself and the
President, He cannot be ruled out as a possible candidate.
Congressman Mo Udall, who ran for the Presidency in
1976, is one of the :most liberal congressmen in the
House and also one of its most productive members. But
because he comes from a conservative state, ( Arizona)
he must fight like hell every two years in order to win
re-election, Nevertheless, he is a possibility in 19B4.
' Of .course, the one man who has a better-than-average
chance at his party's nomination in 1984 is the senior
Senator from Massachusetts. Edward M, Kennedy
electrified the* Democratic Convention in New York this
summer with the best speech of his political career,
promising the party 's traditional members that "the
cause will endure, the tight will go on."
. With th at great speech ,- Kennedy may have a firm
grasp on his party's nomination. He may be the one
liberal Democrat that no Republican nominee can beat,
1984 - wo anxiously await you !

I thin k HI initiate a forum on racial
p rejudice at Colby. It 's an issue which
needs to be dealt with.

I can 't unders tand the rat ionale
behin d p rejudice. It is so Magical to
dislike or stereotype someone simply
because of their race. So y ou're black
and I' m white, what 's the big deal?

Why don 't peop le accept and respect

each p ersons individuality ? The world
would be extremely boring if everyone
were the same. Yet, despite the obvious
f allacy of p rejudice, there are actuall y
p eople who fost er these ridiculous
attitud es! I f ind it very difficult to
believe that such nonsen se can tru ly
exist at an institute of hig her
educat ion like Colby,

G>

W

»

,

-

Pett y harrassment : faeliitig the fires
Fraternity members, you are walking a tightrope
and if you fall , it will be due to the immature and
hostile actions of some of your very own brothers.
Incidents, such as Wednesday afternoon's
harrassment of Junior Philippa Kirby by men on
the LCA-fire escape, are entirely unnecessary an d
merely add fuel to a potentially uncontrollable and
violent blaze.
Your existence and that of future fraternity
members is oh the line at Colby today and you are

Safety regida tioiis
The day Fred opened his new brick apartment
buildings for senior citizens, I went oyer with some
"Tot Finder" window decals.- I \was. surprised to
find the entire complex empty," except for a federal
housing inspector who was showing Fred some
'. - . ' , ' •;
building plans. " >

simply cutting your own throats; Whatever you may
feel towards other fraternity members, women,
professors, gays, minorities or; anfi-frat advocates
KEEP IT TO YtfURSELF or you and your
organization won 't be around to yell your next
obscenity.
- v- : .
The fraternity system will be maintained at Colby
if and only if it can show that it is in the hands of
responsibleand constructive members, As it stands
today, you have a lot to prove.

Let s reinstate the poll tax

Let's reinstitute the poll tax and be forthright
about discouraging unsuitable voters. Since most
students are poor or too politically apathetic to
spend money on voting rattier than beer,, the fee
would effectively reduce student vote.
An article in the Morning Sentinel pointing, out the
evils of registration in Maine is inadequate; many
students still slip into the booths and distort
municipal elections. Threats of losing home-state
grant money and having to transfer driver's
licenses and car registrations to Maine did not
sufficiently deter the first-time voters. Many
students simply re-register at home within 30 days
and avoid the hassles.
And distortion is a persistent problem. The six
percent of Colby's student body who voted in the
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Sept. 23 nuclear referendum "swept" ward three.
The write-in votes for. D.R. for Sheriff last Tuesday
nearly threw the election and many students,
disenchanted with the presidential candidates,
concentrated on the race for municipal pet control
officer instead.
Students should vote by absentee ballots in their
home states - preferably relying solely on parental
guidance for information rather than unavailable
discussion of home-town issues.
A poll tax would take the burden of ''informing "
students of the hazards of registration in Waterville
off the City Clerk's office. Time, good humor, and
"home rule" could all be saved.
Considering Ronald Reagan is President , does
anything matter any more? ¦

y -y :Xj e i^ ^-yyyyy
Inte nsive stud yingi
matte r of priori ties
To the Editor:
We are two . concerned
sophomores.
Concerned
about what? EXCESSIVE
STUDYING ! It has come to
our attention that some
misled students are putting
an inordinate amount of
time into studying.'
Permi t us to relate our
own Philosophy of Study
Habits. First, you must
establish a list of priorities.
As an example, h ere is our
Priorities List:
DPu b
2) Television
3) Sleeping
4) Eating 5) Rea ding the Globe , f
6) Sports Activities
7) Movies
¦ ¦8) Road Trips
9) Poisoning Pigeons in
'me Park7;';7'; .:;' .V' .:: ; ,;.,;,¦10) MakingPriorities Lists.
" !;.1_ 5) Attending Classes ; v
...36) Homework i; '!'" ,. 7
,,,85) Studying : x
;;
We encourage? everyone to
adopt a similar priorities
It helps when
list.
organizing your daily ac:>; ; ,';"
tivities;
Concerning 7 classes,
although we do / not encourage or discourage class
attendance, we .do have
certain guidelines upon
which , class attendance tIs
determined.
- If you
really feel ; compelled to go

"I'm afraid your tenants will have to stay in The
Brunswick Apartments or The Oasis . .until you
improve your buildings," said the inspector. "To
hesin with this olace has no earthciUake safety
measures. You haven't anchored the substructure
to the bedrock as required by federal regulations."^
"Federal studies show that an earthquake and a
tornado can strike here at the same time, so you'll
also have to anchor, the roof to the ground with
three-inch steel cables.
"All apartments build on the flood plain are
required by federal law to have life rafts, shark
repellent and survival suits, in two places in each of
the corridorsi in case: of tidal waves., .
"You'll need;Amazon teak roof "supports to meet
our Pomoeii II requirement; a nearby mountain
could erupt and . crush your present roof beneath
tons 0J volcanic ash. ,
"We've been criticized for not planning ahead so
we now require a. Coast; Guard ice breaker to be
moored; to; the -southern side- of- all apartment
buildings in anticipation of the next glacier.
''You've built within 50 miles of a hiiclear power
plant which.means every one of your rooms must
be lined with three inches of leacl.
"OSHA has to certify your window ledges are
wide enough to provide hand and foot holds for King
Kong. Each rooni must have foam rubber floors
and smelling salt dispensers in case a tenant -sees
him peeking in.
; . "I'll , leave oiir drawbridge specifications with
you. One of our elder regulations requires a moat to'
keep out marching army ants, the Black Plague
and Attila the Hun. If the ; crime rate goes up
another 11 per cent, you'll also be required by law
to fill the - moat with vegetarian crocodiles to
frighten prowlers and attacking Indians who've
managed to scale your palisade;" ,
When the inspector paused, I '.found I was all
choked up; :My; heart swelled jwithy; pride and
gratitude as; I realized-duK legislators';made these
safety regulations to protect unimportant helpless
people like Fred and me. _Yed felt the same, for
there were tears in his;eyes when; he pointed to .the
blueprints and asked, '.'Why's that diving board on
top of the building?'' y ^ ' X y ' ..7 ' 7.7 V;.'"- .^.T
The inspector smiled as he;replied, .'IWe think of
everything. Because your tenants, who couldn't
move in here today, were inconvenienced, six other
federal agencies will file injunctions against you
within a week. Our studies .indicate ' ,: that . after .ah
owner hears froip three or four of them, he looks
for a safe high place wherephe
crawl out and
y can
¦y My
yy X yS. '
jump;'^ :7 ;• 7.;:;>)¦ - ' ^, ; ;,• :. , 7^
The Humble Farmer can be heard on Maine Public
Radio every Wednesday at 11;p.m; 90.9 FM.

which you do not want to
go, (class is too early,
Friday af ternoon class, too
tired, etc.) do not ;go.;.In
cases when y ou should go to
class but really are not
prepared, blow it .. off.
Finally, in cases when you
are not .sure whether you
want to make a showing or
not, execute the method of
Coin Flipping. The official
method is as f ollows:
..!(. a four out of seven
game seriesis required.
..2) heads, you must attend;
tails, go poison 7 some
pigebris in the park;
Lastly, we fell that each
and every student should
receive
financial ; compensation for the classes
that the student '.'cannot"
attend. Also, we feel that
the Business Office should tk 'i ' ' ! ¦ _r J^T '. /'-J1^—rB <B_i_7 ^B^^ Li_^_L—_." '
Ik
issue a letter of apology
with each rebate for : the
inconvenience qaused;
¦'We deman d; that students
set- their pr
iorities straight!
We demand that students
not 7 take classes ; ' ;toq fl .;. ; :. ',7,/^ ;,/V7 > ;7;;;77^^
.
^
fi
seriously ! We demand that)
a financial compensation 8 p^plSpdUNT B_VER^; HOUSE %. : 8
policy be ; ' initiated! .We
that, our demands
demand
¦
*$$ S— ! .
be •; met .-.immediatelyl-v fc y 'i;;?;Far^fi«a"Sjquy_rt^»^
\
to ' class, J - attendance) .. '' is
'acceptable, /in closes in
;7' The- safetylof 'C^By;i-id; ¦¦l^-liq
;S
c^
iSe^Vorld is' at stoke! ;
t
¦ ¦
Sihcerely>
^ ' . -¦ y-y l:Sl6i coii'efii ;Avpnu
.
Two Concerned Sophmores
'
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To the Edit or:
As Colby ;women , students
and faculty , we '¦ ¦.'- are^
outrag ed ait the mysterious
appearance ¦ ¦¦of a pamphlet
entitled
- "Exploring
Sexuality " .
in
faculty
mailboxes on Tuesday .
The pamphlet indir ectly
discredi ts Colby's . sym-;
posium on sexuality and its
sponsor ; however , its main
crux is in the malicious ana
distasteful
character
defamation of specific individuals . involved in the
organization of the symposium.

• ¦ ;- , •

; m ; / ; :' . ; ,
¦ '¦ ¦
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pamphlet
It is no coincidence that
the targets of' the ' pamphlet' s - attack v are unmarried women - members
of the faculty and staff.
Libellousdiscredi t
of
professionals is in itself a
serious business ,, and the
fact that these professionals
ar e women clear ly r eflects
the misogynist views held
by the perpetrator (s) of the
attack . Harassment
of
women - is not a new
problem at Colby, but its
frequency makes it no less
alarming, and offensive ¦ to¦
" ' ' -. '
us all.
The possibility exists that

the person (s) involved m
the pamphle t' s production is
not a student but a fa culty
member. The sophisticatio n
of the pamphlejt , as -well as
the obviously great investment of time and
energy tha t went into its
production could bear out
tiiis minor. What is certain
is that the pamphlet expresses intense personal
cannot be
malice that
ignore d. ' .¦ .' ' . - ', , i
We feel it is incumb ent
upon me administration to
investigate this incident - to
identify, - expose and deal
appropriately
with

Gener alizations must stop

To the Editor:

frat " marks (resembling
' . ' . traffic signs)
International
I am writing this letter in. over their three
"I Love
response to a letter , to. the Fraternity Row" tags
editor written by Alec Danz they had ; taped to which
their
which appear ed in the last door. A newspaper ad which
issue. In this letter , Mr. hUng on their door had also
Danz at tr ibute d the ' angry been defaced . Of course,
yanking off of an . "anti- nothing
of
was
fraternity , row " tag to destroyed , but value
the
point:
is
"another case of fraternity- that it was their door and
orient ed people exercising they were expre ssing their
rights that they simply opinions.
don't have."
• Upon seeing this , I, of
course , attr ibuted it to. an
This reference infuriated "ant i-fraternity "
person ,
me! If I must be classified , but
I
d
id not assume that ' all
I would have to consider "ant i-fraternity "
' 'fraternity- would do somethin g opeople
myself
a
or iente d" person , and it nature , the same waf yt hiits
angers me tomythink that should be assumed that all
opinions "fraternity- oriented" people
because of^
about fraternities , it is wbUld not have yanked
assumed that I would do ta g off Mr. Danz 's coat. the
something like this .
jOn Monday, Oct. 3, two of
I feel it is time that
my friends came back to generalizat ions should stop
their room to find that their being made about grou ps of
door had been defaced. people. It is unthinking
Someone had drawn "anti- individual s who/get involved

in these types of injustices ,
and this should be reali zed
once and for all!
Sincere ly,
Dawn A. Lepanto

Let s wait
To the Women 's Group,
Pro fessor"F ilosbf , others:
I believe none of us shoul d
pass jud gement before
knowing ail the facts concerning the alleged incident
of ^harassment by the male
students.
This , is by ' no
means a letter def endin g
anyone . I only feel it' s
irres ponsible to decide on
the punishment before the
students have had a tr ial.

Sincerely ,

Rich Rosen

Graflitti no cure for apartheid
Stocks and to publicize
these views all over campus
, but it still does not
Six big , black letters now
deface the front of Miller solve the burning question
Library and the steps of of apartheid . , Why didn 't
Lovejoy ; They describe , for these people - use their
all of the Colby Campus to energ y in a more constructive y arid profitable
see, the word DIVEST.
fashion; namely , to try to
It is obvious . that those develop a viable solution to
resp onsible; for this act did the problem , of South
_t ;;-;>'^v 'i ; ' . - i ' • '• '.
not read my commentary In :Afrte
' V ' " ¦ '¦" ¦ , ¦; .' y ¦ ' * '
' ¦'
.
last week' sECHQ,for if they
had they would have been
But instead , the y chose to
forced to think and consider use their fertile , intelligent
more closely tlie situation in minds to add to the graffiti
South Africa ; ' I haVe< no adorning ; Colby's walls,,
doubt that : the hatred and One would think , or hope,
opposition these people feel that ; college students would
towards , ; aparthei d /• are be able to express themgenuine '• the anger in their selves in ^ a more civilized
statement is unmistakcable and mature
manner:
- yot spray paintin g their
views on public buildings is¦
not theanswer; * ;•
: y - }; '
I would have been oniy
ItV might satisfy; their slightly more sur prised ,
mora ls and sense of what is though more disgust ed, if
righ t and wron g to support the word "nigger " or
divestment of South African "kike " had been sprayed on
To the Editor:

¦

¦

whomever is responsible for
thus despicable , cowardly attack.
Sincerely,
Sheila
Kineke ,
Nancy
Perry, Pamela Strong, Jane
Eklund , Valerie Fulton ,
Whit
Sharon
LeClair ,

Point.. •Counterpoint
Another version of the 'facts '

Another point
Father
Cote, as last year you have
In Burr Johnson 's com- clearly avoided to respond
"The to the points of the Symmentary
entitled
Ohter Side:
I Love mes—Ecklund article. One
Fraternity Row " he brings point is that Mary Low ,
up a point of what he calls a Coburn , and the Quad
"particularl y inexcusable" provide equality in. the
effort on the part of Ms. opportunity for both males
Ecklund in mislead ing the and females to live as they
ECHO readers last spring.
wish in an equal setting.
The issue concerns what a But by excluding females
former f rater nity presi dent from the choice to live in a
was quoted as saying by me house are you not denying
in a letter to the ECHO last an equal choice to the
spring. Mr. Johnson , your females?
Do you think ,
contention tha t he was Father Cote , that females
quoted out of context is are inherently inferior too?
bullsh it. You have no basis
J ust b ecause no one has
from which to make that been ".netted " recentl y
(since last year to be exact)
claim .
First , he was aware that
he was being quoted as
saying that " females were
inherentl y infer ior " and
was given multiple opportunites by me to retract
that statement. .
To the Editor:

Second the fraternity
president was given an
opportunity by last spring 's
ECHO to print his version of
the meaning of the quote
along side the letter I wrote.
He refused to clari fy his
views/ .
Third , there was not an y
other person , Mr. Johnson ,
that was sitting with us

when we were discussing
the issue of sexism and
the library wall.
Such fraternities at Colby.
behavior is not worthy of
Fourth , neither he nor I
intelligent , well-educated discussed at any time the
adults , but of ignorant , isssue of G.P.A. , nor did he
narrow-minded children.
say that females "feel"
inherentl y inferior.
Michelle Wolpert
In order to decide what he

A ppint
of ii-io
To tho Editor:
In response to Father
Cote's question: "When was
the last time anyone was
harass ed on Frat Row? , " I
would like to point out that I
was harassed nt least ten
times lost week.
'
Yours Tru ly,
Jane Eklund 7

Glenn,
Symmes, Mary
Janice Sandeen , Philippa
Kirb y, Josh H oover , Susan
Hatch , Dave Rich, Martha
Wieder sheim, Laura Byrne ,
Diane Sadoff, John Sweney,
Ira Sadoff , Charies Hauss ,
G.T. FUosof, and Jane Moss

indeed did say, one would
have need ' to ask either

the ' fraternity president or

myself. To make the claim ,
Mr. Johnson , that he was
misquoted for the selfish
ends of last spring's ECHO
I
find
untrue
and
irresponsible ,
Did you check the quote
in last spring 's ECHO and
try and contact the two
participants? I find further
your
insinuations
of
Ecklund' s moral character
guilty of a "particula rly
Inexcusable "
effort in
misleading
this ' •— year 's
readers of the ECHO .
Check your facts before you
"know " Mr. Johnson , what
you ace talking about.

does that mean the potential
is hot there? Are you that
naive?
Why did other
liberal
arts
insitutions
eliminate or change the
structure
of traditi onal
male fraternities? Does*&
property right overri de ^a
moral obligation to fair ness^
and
justice? „
At least , Father Cote , try
and stick to the points ,
rather
than
including
childish remar ks about
neurosis , which I find very
foolish and * of very little
contr ibut ion
to
the
discussion.

Sincerel y,

David P. Silk

1981 Calendar
reth ought

To the Editor ,

student members that such
a change would cause

severe
summer
employment problems
for
students
seeking resort
jobs. Moreover , we were
rem inded that in the
curriculum
survey consame time we should ducted last year
there was
continuousl y
strive
to
reexamine our options in relativel y little student
order
to achieve the supp ort for lengthening th e
maximum consensus within semester if this were to
the college.
The first result in higher room and
cr iterion , of course , is to be board fees - which , of
certain that the academic course , a longer fall
program is properly served. semester would entail ,
Thereafter the "pace " and Because the calendar is
cost of . the semester have
to such an important matter ,
¦ Was
we should obviously give
It
be considered.
particularly difficult to set considerable more stud y to
the calendar for 1981-82 the alternativ e of startin g
because Labor Day occurs the Colby school 1982-83
so late in September , but year before Liabor Day. As
a result , a special subthat calendar is now final,
of
the
However , some members committee
Committee
Administrative
ECHO
of the faculty and the
editorial have proposed that will be formed and will
Colby's include some who advoca te
we
abandon
tradition of startin g after opening "earli' er than is
Any, faculty
Labor Day and move to a trad it iona l .
who
or
Student
member
prc-Labor Day freshman
orientation pro gram. This would like to serve on this
is certainly possible- and committee should notify my
was , in fact , discussed in office by November 10.
the Administrative Committee. However , this was
rejected because of a stron g Sincerely ,
plea made by the elected William R. Cott er
Agreeing on the calendar
each year is a ver y diff icult
challenge. It is clear that
no single calendar will
satis fy ever yone, but at the

Security changes help officers respond to Colhy pi^menis

by Beth Pniewski
Jim Brennan comes to
Who are the men and Colby after working with
women in blue who patrol the
Baltimore
Police
the campus day and night Department for four and a
attempting to keep the half years. He assumed his
peace?
duties as Head of Security
The campus security this fall and says he is ''still
force is composed of seven getting adjusted to Colby."
officers, several of whom "Some students might
have appeared within the think Security wants to
last year. These new of- prosecute them or make
ficers include a woman who charges against them."
also is a farmer , a former However Brennan sees his
Baltimore policeman and primary role at Colby as a
former Air Force security "service to students on
policeman.
campus."
Several changes in the In the near future,
security office itself have Brennan would like to see
made it more responsive to the reporting system imstudent needs. First,. the proved and take a survey of
headquarters has been the security system in each
moved to Roberts Union in budding at Colby. .
order'" that it be more
Dana . Johnson - 3pm-12
convenient for students to midnite
contact the officers. Second, A native of Oakland,
the department is , now Johnson-started at Colby in
administered under the May, 1980. He formerly
auspices of the Dean of worked as a building conStudents Office and not tractor and part-time for
Buildings and Grounds as it the
Oakland
Police
had been:
Department.
A security officer may be After leaving the police
reached 24 hours a day at department he "hung up his
ext. 624. These people have bullet proof vest and made
expressed their vrillhngness friends instead of enemies."
to help students in any way Johnson "doesn't mind
possible. Students should the parties" and says."we
feel free to call for any have a good bunch of people
reason, but especially if up here." Out of 1600
they are in trouble or if they students, "1590 are the best
see other students involved kids in the world."
Barbara Batcher .-' in a breach of security.
llpm-7am
James
Breiinan
Director of Security
Batcher was a security
A graduate of Nor- officer at the University of
theastern University with a Maine for seven years
degree in criminal ju stice, before coming to Colby last

GOOD DEAL . . .

'
' ,;.'.' ¦

•

February.
Presently, Batcher runs a
farm all day and works for
Colby security at night.
Regardless
of
this
exhausting
schedule,
Batcher- insists that she
"likes the work."
_ Baniel.Du.til - TanvSpm
A Winslow native, Dan
has been on the Colby
Security staff for six years.
He is also a part-time

worker for the fc'airtieia Chenevert was in the Air are going to dislike me let it
Police Department.
of me, not the
Force Security Police be because
ri
Dutil says he "likes being before coming to Colbysuit. "- ' . " ¦ : - ,: - \ :
. -\ "
with the students" and " a
Chenevert is also a partHe says "students have
very small percentage are trouble perceiving my role. time student , at Thomas
troublemakers."
I'm not here to arrest pursuing a \ degree in
Each day, Dutil checks
business administration.
the three-mile loop two or students. The blue suit
Chuck Kitrell
three times and the five- throws them off. "
A native of . North
As a security officer Carolina, Kitrell has been
mile loop once..
Peter Chenevert - 8am- Chenevert wants, to have living in Waterville for the
4pm
better
rapport
with past twenty years and has
A native , of Madison, students, "if the students been with'Colby security for
one and a half years.
Currently he is- on sick
leave for a month due to an
operation.
In addition to his duties as
a -security officer, Kitrell
teaches
a ' physical
education class ip selfdefense.
Kitrell also works as a
musician with several local
bands.
"Clarence Bernardini
llpm-7am!
Bernardini, the officer
with the most seniority in
the department has worked
as a Colby security officer
for ten years. The Waterville native attended the
University
of Maine's
criminal justice academy
for security personnel.
Bernardini says that the
present student body -is the
"best group of kids to come
to Colby" describing them
as "less* destructive than
usual."
'. 7 '':' -7 :7 '
He suggests that students
Dana John son, Pete Chenevert, Dan Dutil, Clarence Bernadini and Barbara
help the campus security
out by reporting incidents
Batcher constitute Colby's security force. (Phototby Don Gallo)
around campus. X ' .*'.'
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